City of Palo Alto

(ID # 8897)

City Council Staff Report
Report Type: Action Items

Meeting Date: 2/3/2018

Summary Title: Council Retreat
Title: Policy and Services Committee Recommendation (Transportation,
Housing, Finance, Grade Separation) and Selection of 2018 Council Priorities
From: City Manager
Lead Department: City Manager
Recommendation
Policy and Services Committee recommends Council consider the following as 2018
Council Priorities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Transportation
Housing
Finance
Grade Separation

Background
Attached to this report is the 2012 Council-approved Priority Setting Guidelines
(Attachment A). Per the 2012 Council approved guidelines; a priority is defined as a
topic that will receive particular, unusual and significant attention during the year.
Additionally, there is a goal of no more than three priorities per year and they generally
have a three year time limit. The process outlined in Attachment A was established by
Council several years ago, including the role of the Policy & Services (P&S) Committee.
The 2017 priorities were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Transportation
Infrastructure
Health City, Healthy Community
Budget and Finance
Housing Discussion

See Attachment A for the Council priorities for the past 5 years.
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On November 20, 2017, City Manager Jim Keene emailed the Council asking all
members to forward their ideas for 2018 priorities (Attachment B). In addition, each
year staff invites online suggestions from the public. On November 8, 2017, the City
posted the question, “What are the priorities you would like to see the City Council
adopt for 2018?” to its Open City Hall online civic engagement site to solicit input and
feedback from the community. As of January 24, 2018 more than 400 individuals have
visited the site with 253 individuals posting responses (Attachment C). Below is a
summary of the key themes that emerged from the public responses:





Jet Noise
Transportation (traffic, parking, roads, public transit, pedestrian safety, bike
safety, etc.)
Reduced development/Better planned development
Affordable Housing

An overwhelming number of statements received noted jet noise as a priority that the
City Council should adopt for 2018. Second to jet noise, a majority of statements
contained themes related to transportation. Traffic in Palo Alto was the most mentioned
topic related to transportation. Reduced development, affordable housing, grade
separation, and unfunded pension liability were also popular themes. There were also
other priorities that were mentioned but with less frequency than the above key
themes. For example, topics such as infrastructure, quality of life, air quality, code
enforcement, fiber to the premises, preventing small cell phone towers were also
recommended as possible 2018 Council Priorities. In addition to Open City Hall the City
received six emails regarding 2018 priorities, they can also be seen in Attachment C at
the end.
Discussion
At the December 12, 2017 Policy and Services Committee meeting the committee
reviewed and discussed the Council’s input on possible 2018 priorities along with the
public feedback received to that date.
The Policy and Services Committee was able to recommend four priorities with relative
ease as the Council appears largely aligned, as seen in Attachment B. Clearly
Finance/Budget, Transportation, Housing, Grade Separation and Infrastructure are
greatest importance to the majority of Councilmembers. The Committee discussed the
idea of sub-bullets to the recommended priorities, and possibly adding action verbs in
front of the priorities to provide more specificity and direction as a consideration for the
retreat discussion. For example, under Finance Council might consider pension liability
and infrastructure as the specific finance focus in 2018.
Given Council’s relative alignment on 2018 priorities, staff and council have the
opportunity to use the retreat to move beyond selecting priorities to define what we
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hope to accomplish in the year ahead and how we should measure success when the
year is over.
There are two priorities that P&S is recommending that staff recommends receive
special attention at the retreat. The first is Housing, as staff has a draft Housing Work
Plan (Attachment D) ready for Council review. The Housing Work Plan was developed in
response to the November 6, 2017 Colleagues Memo (Attachment E), and also
incorporates programs from the updated Comprehensive Plan and the City’s Housing
Element. While the Housing Work Plan is also scheduled for discussion at the February
5th Council meeting, the topic is so significant that introducing the Housing Work Plan at
the retreat would be valuable in helping Council discuss common interests and
strategies for achieving housing goals for Palo Alto. Staff will present the draft work
plan and Council can discuss and provide direction on the content and process for how
we might move the work plan forward. It is a timely discussion, as mentioned above we
would continue the discussion at the February 5th Council meeting.
The second topic for special attention at the retreat is Rail Grade Separation. Spending
some time to take stock of where we are with Grade Separation and discussing our plan
for 2018 would be time well spent. Over the winter break staff spent some time on
laying out a schedule for what needs to occur this year in order to be on a realistic path
to ensure grade separation gets built within the next ten year timeframe and the reality
is daunting. Narrowing the alternatives and selecting a preferred alternative by the end
of the calendar year is going to be critical work for Council this year.
Below is a draft outline of the retreat agenda.
8:30 AM

Coffee & Light Breakfast

9:00 AM

Roll Call

9:00 AM

Mayor’s Welcome, Overview of the Day, Retreat Orientation

9:15 AM

Oral Communications

9:30 AM

FY 2017 Performance Report, the National Citizen Survey™, Palo
Alto Community Survey, and Citizen Centric Report

10:30 AM

Break

10:45 AM

Policy and Services Committee Recommendation (Transportation,
Housing, Finance, Grade Separation) and Selection of 2018 Council
Priorities
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11:15 AM

Discussion and Definition of the priorities with greater specificity –
e.g. sub-bullets, Outcomes, Milestones, Key Performance Indicators

Noon

Working Lunch

12:15 PM

Discussion and Definition of the priorities with greater specificity –
e.g. sub-bullets, Outcomes, Milestones, Key Performance Indicators
(Continued)

2:30 PM

Wrap-up and Next Steps

Attachments:
 Att A - City Council Priority Setting Guidelines Approved Oct. 2012
 Att B - Council Priorities 2013 to 2017 (2)
 Att C - Public Feedback 2018 Council Priorities - 1-16-18
 Att D - ID# 8630 Colleagues Memo
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Attachment A
City of Palo Alto
City Council Priority Setting Guidelines
Approved by City Council: October 1, 2012
Last revised: October 1, 2012
Background
The City Council adopted its first Council priorities in 1986. Each year the City Council reviews
it’s priorities at its Annual Council Retreat. On October 1, 2012 the City Council formally
adopted the definition of a council priority, and the Council’s process and guidelines for
selection of priorities.
Definition
A Council priority is defined as a topic that will receive particular, unusual and significant
attention during the year.
Purpose
The establishment of Council priorities will assist the Council and staff to better allot and utilize
time for discussion and decision making.
Process
1. Three months in advance of the annual Council Retreat, staff will solicit input from the City
Council on the priorities to be reviewed and considered for the following year.
a. Council members may submit up to three priorities.
b. Priorities should be submitted no later than December 1.
c. As applicable, the City Manager will contact newly elected officials for their input by
December 1.
d. The City Clerk will provide timely notice to the public to submit proposed priorities by
December 1. The Policy and Services Committee shall recommend to the Council
which suggestions if any shall be considered at the City Council retreat.
2. Staff will collect and organize the recommended priorities into a list for Council
consideration, and provide to Council no less than two weeks in advance of the retreat.
3. The Policy and Services Committee, each year at its December meeting, shall make
recommendations about the process that will be used at the Annual Retreat paying
particular attention to the number of priorities suggested by Council members. The
recommended process is to be forwarded to Council for adoption in advance of the Council
retreat.
Guidelines for Selection of Priorities
1. There is a goal of no more than three priorities per year.
2. Priorities generally have a three year time limit.

Attachment A
City of Palo Alto
City Council Priority Setting Schedule

Last Updated: 8/17/2012

Council Priorities History

Attachment B

2017:
Transportation
Housing
Infrastructure
Healthy City, Healthy Community
Budget and Finance
2016:
The Built Environment: Housing, Parking, Livability, and Mobility
Infrastructure
Healthy City, Healthy Community
Completion of the Comprehensive Plan 2015-2030 Update
2015:
The Built Environment: Multi-modal transportation, parking and
livability
Infrastructure Strategy and Implementation
Healthy City, Healthy Community
Completion of the Comprehensive Plan update with increased focus
from Council
2014:
Comprehensive planning and action on land use and transportation:
The Built Environment, Transportation, Mobility, Parking and Livability
Infrastructure Strategy and Funding
Technology and the Connected City
2013:
The Future of Downtown and California Avenue: Urban Design,
Transportation, Parking, and Livability
Infrastructure Strategy and Funding
Technology and the Connected City

Council Priorities 2018

Attachment C

Tell us your ideas for the 2018 Council Priorities!

All Statements sorted chronologically

As of January 10, 2018, 8:41 AM

Open City Hall is not a certified voting system or ballot box. As with any public comment process, participation in Open City Hall is
voluntary. The statements in this record are not necessarily representative of the whole population, nor do they reflect the opinions of
any government agency or elected officials.

All Statements sorted chronologically
As of January 10, 2018, 8:41 AM

http://www.peakdemocracy.com/5666

Council Priorities 2018
Tell us your ideas for the 2018 Council Priorities!

As of January 10, 2018, 8:41 AM, this forum had:
Attendees:
400
All Statements:
253
Hours of Public Comment: 12.7
This topic started on November 9, 2017, 3:44 PM.

All Statements sorted chronologically
As of January 10, 2018, 8:41 AM

http://www.peakdemocracy.com/5666
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Council Priorities 2018
Tell us your ideas for the 2018 Council Priorities!

Name not available (unclaimed)

January 7, 2018, 11:36 PM

Train horn relief at crossings!

Name not available (unclaimed)

January 6, 2018, 11:40 AM

What's with the so-called traffic calming on Ross Road? It's a lawsuit waiting to happen!
https://nextdoor.com/news_feed/?post=69580970

Micheline Horstmeyer in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

December 31, 2017, 2:09 PM

I would like the Council to address the issue of JET NOISE. We have been clamoring for some redress for
several years, have watched committees come and go, and yet nothing has been accomplished. You have
acknowledged that many Palo Alto citizens have asked you to make this a top priority...yet I do not see this on
your list (unless you have included this as a subset of "Transportation"). This is a clearly defined issue with a
measurable outcome (i.e., less noise). Take some leadership on this in 2018!

Name not shown in Palo Verde (registered)

December 29, 2017, 11:13 AM

Please reinstate traffic enforcement. With no traffic police, drivers speed through residential neighborhoods
where thousands of bicyclists and pedestrians are doing what is right for the community while putting their lives
in danger. Ticket the speeding. Ticket red-light running. Provide more lighted crosswalks. Crossing guards are
cheap. Add more before another child is hit by a car. My teenage children bike, but they are regularly afraid of
drivers and their bad behavior. More parents would let their children walk or bike if it was safer. Put police
officers in residential neighborhoods. Enforce the laws we have. Residents pay huge taxes to support this city
and there is far too much focus on attracting more business and more traffic. Don't be like Trump. Please do
your job and work for the people who live here and not for the businesses. Thank you.

Name not shown in Community Center (registered)

December 26, 2017, 7:03 PM

Jet Noise Relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 25, 2017, 7:07 PM

Work with neighboring communities to address the traffic problem -- it is only getting worse and worse and the
public is seeing no actions to mitigate the problem.

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

December 23, 2017, 1:34 PM

All Statements sorted chronologically
As of January 10, 2018, 8:41 AM
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Council Priorities 2018
Tell us your ideas for the 2018 Council Priorities!
A top priority of the City Council should be to lessen the traffic congestion on residential streets. We live just off
on University Avenue where motorists use the tiny residential side streets as a short cut to University Avenue.
The situation has gotten much worse in recent months. At first we were told it was due to the construction on
101, then the lack of coordination between traffic lights of Palo Alto and East Palo Alto. Now? It is a major
problem just getting in to or out of our driveway many nights from 4:30 until 6:30. If there is a night when, for
whatever reason, there is less the traffic, cars speed down our street creating an unsafe situation for all.
Has any research shown exactly why there is such a huge increase in traffic? Are the drivers of these cars
downtown employees, affiliated with Stanford, shoppers, or restaurant goers?
Residential streets are becoming frequently gridlocked.

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 21, 2017, 7:08 AM

Jet Noise Relief
Traffic on back streets

Name not shown in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

December 18, 2017, 5:41 PM

1) Advocate for changes to FAA's NextGen program to reduce/distribute the SFO jet noise.
2) Traffic in general including evening overflow commuter traffic on Hamilton/Southwood/E. Cresent)

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

December 18, 2017, 2:32 PM

City Council priorities should be, 1: Lessen the traffic congestion. I live just off University Ave., and getting
around Palo Alto is frustrating, exhausting, and time consuming. City Council should develop the land near the
University/101 interchange with a parking structure for commuters with commuter shuttles to take to and from
work. The speeding commuters are a danger, as is those who park so close to street corners, such that they
hinder the ability to see cross-traffic. 2: Stop building new office structures. The last thing we need is more cars
coming to Palo Alto. City Council voters were duped last year into voting for a council who represented Palo
Altans and who cared about keeping Palo Alto a beautiful, charming, well-managed city. Instead, the elected
have a personal agenda that is turning Palo Alto into a city that is larger than its infrastructure can handle.
Gone is the feel of a college town, neighborhood safety, the mom-and-pop shops, and the ability to park in front
of your own house without paying. I already pay a fortune in property tax - and you make me pay to park in
front of my own house?

Mila Goranova in Evergreen Park (unverified)

December 17, 2017, 7:18 PM

A top priority must be to decrease airplane noise and airplane fuel pollution.

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 17, 2017, 3:25 PM

All Statements sorted chronologically
As of January 10, 2018, 8:41 AM
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Council Priorities 2018
Tell us your ideas for the 2018 Council Priorities!
We're not growing in a smart way. We approve more and more development, but do almost nothing about
traffic. As a result, Palo Alto has poor livability. Basically you broke our city -- and it was a very nice city.

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 17, 2017, 2:41 PM

Please work to STOP JET NOISE over Palo Alto. I live in College Terrace, and the afternoon/evening noise from
incoming jets to SFO is intrusive and really unacceptable. Thank youl
Dorothy J. Reller, 2055 Williams St. 94306
(tedorel@att.net)

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 17, 2017, 1:53 PM

Many issues impact quality of life in Palo Alto, but none is as critical as JET NOISE. It is pervasive and ruins our
sleep. Reducing jet noise should be our utmost priority for everybody's health and sanity, especially for our
children and school students.

Name not shown in Leland Manor/ Garland (registered)

December 17, 2017, 10:15 AM

Airplane noise negatively affects my quality of life and that of Palo Alto residents who live under the paths of
jets going to SFO or coming from San Jose. It's difficult to converse or feel safe when an airplane flies
overhead at 2100 feet. I urge the Council to make airplane noise a priority for 2018.

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 17, 2017, 7:07 AM

The 2018 Council Priorities are good ones. Under Transportation heading, please address the airplane noise in
our area.
The planes fly low, and are very loud. The constant jet noise reduces the quality of life here.

Name not shown in College Terrace (registered)

December 17, 2017, 6:15 AM

1. Make reducing jet noise DRAMATICALLY the top priority. This affects everyone. I am awake at 5:00 am
because of all the noise of the airplanes coming in from overseas and timing their landing to be early morning
as soon as SFO is ready for them. It continues to bother me throughout the day, including when I am inside with
the windows closed, and living in a very well insulated house. I would like to see the previous flight patterns
restored. It is so obvious that the air traffic should be directed over the bay. And also it should be back at 7000
feet when it passes over suburban areas. It REALLY bothers me and I consider it to be contributing to a loss of
quality of life in Palo Alto.
2. I would also like the build-up and the nature of that build-up in Palo Alto to be addressed. The loss of quality

All Statements sorted chronologically
As of January 10, 2018, 8:41 AM
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Council Priorities 2018
Tell us your ideas for the 2018 Council Priorities!
of life in Palo Alto includes not only the unbearable air traffic noise, but also the increased traffic, the
uncomfortable build-up, and the loss of the everyday commercial outlets that used to make Palo Alto such a
lovely place to life: i.e. movie theaters, second hand bookstores, regular bookstores, stationery stores, more
down-to-earth affordable restaurants, gas stations, ice cream parlors, and so on. We don't need to have so
many banks, title companies, upscale restaurants, and tall buildings.

Ellen Stromberg in Barron Park (registered)

December 16, 2017, 10:33 PM

Reducing jet noise with the aim that planes fly no lower than 7000 feet is one of my highest priorities.
My other high priority is that the needs of seniors and the disabled be respected and part of any decisions that
are made. The current "traffic calming and bike boulevard is one are I find highly questionable as helping
seniors who need to drive cars and cannot ride bikes or walk everyplace. This new plan is a huge burden. It
ignores an important segment of the population.

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

December 16, 2017, 10:08 PM

- Traffic: this has become a daily nightmare for us residents, please make this a high priority for 2018 and
declare a moratorium on all new development in 2018/ no approval for Stanford expansion until traffic
congestion is resolved.
- Be a steward for Palo Alto in the Stanford GUP process - negotiate Marguerite shuttle across Palo Alto, have
them pay for grade separations and encourage Stanford to get another non Palo Alto access to 101 (Willow
Expressway?)
- Make friends with East Palo Alto: Seek their help to keep University Ave moving. Make Hamilton connecting to
the new bike bridge from EPA at Newell the country's most beautiful bike boulevard. Codevelop a 10 year
design for the strip of EPA between Woodland and 101, which will provide affordable housing, schools, clean up
traffic flow, connect better to EPA via enlarged bridges to the Home Depot complex
- Regional leadership: To assist in solving traffic problems, make collaboration with Menlo Park, East Palo Alto,
CalTrans and Stanford a high priority - Palo Alto should show regional leadership to solve this issue.

Name not shown in Greenmeadow (registered)

December 16, 2017, 9:43 PM

Please make jet noise mitigation a priority for the council in 2018.

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 16, 2017, 9:23 PM

I have two priorities
1. Jet noise is outrageous and impacts daily lifestyle. Please continue to work on this issue.
2. Granny apartment rules have been made more lenient. Allowing these additional units to be just 6 feet from a
neighbors fence is extremely intrusive.They should be required to be more set back from neighbor's yards. If

All Statements sorted chronologically
As of January 10, 2018, 8:41 AM
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Council Priorities 2018
Tell us your ideas for the 2018 Council Priorities!
you are increasing housing density the additions should be close to the primary house and not interfering with
the sound and visual privacy of the neighbor.

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 16, 2017, 8:23 PM

Please help reduce jet noise over Palo Alto.....

Name not shown in Green Acres (registered)

December 16, 2017, 7:59 PM

1. Jet noise relief
2. Reduce traffic congestion
3. Transparent and open discussion prior to making changes that impact neighborhoods.

Frank Wiley in Barron Park (registered)

December 16, 2017, 6:44 PM

Please help reduce jet noise over Palo Alto.....

Name not shown in Old Palo Alto (registered)

December 14, 2017, 3:47 PM

Noise from all sorts of aircraft including those from San Carlos and Palo Alto airports who seem to think circling
low with loud planes over the area isn’t bothering us. Maybe Palo Alto airport should be shut down or better
monitored.
It seems the right to run more freight trains has been sold to some company that is sure taking advantage of it.
And we have to live with the noise.
And the city widened the passage for bicycles in the California Avenue underpass. This allows bicyclists to
ignore the law about walking bikes and shoot through as fast as they can. Many pedestrians are older or are
with kids or pets or luggage. Accidents are just waiting to happen and the city is going to bear the liability.
And traffic on Alma is running about 50 mph. With cars trying to pull out into traffic, it’s getting to be dangerous.
Accidents happen too frequently.

Name not shown in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

December 14, 2017, 2:15 PM

My top priority is traffic congestion, especially around El Camino and Embarcadero. Although I am not
personally affected, I sympathize with residents who must deal with traffic generated by Waze and other routing
apps in their neighborhoods.

Hamilton Hitchings in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

December 13, 2017, 8:48 PM

All Statements sorted chronologically
As of January 10, 2018, 8:41 AM
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Council Priorities 2018
Tell us your ideas for the 2018 Council Priorities!
1) Infrastructure (especially police station and fire stations)
2) Traffic
3) Parking
4) Affordable multi-unit housing
5) Budget and Finance (especially unfunded pension liability)

Name not shown in Old Palo Alto (registered)

December 13, 2017, 11:42 AM

(1) Airplane noise - especially between 11pm and 6am! We are now living under a superhighway in the sky
that was imposed on us without any input on our part. This should be more fairly distributed over a wider
geographic area, especially since those hours have fewer flights! (2) Traffic - which goes hand-in-hand with
shortage of parking/housing/schools/services. Palo Alto wants to think of itself as a charming little university
town of yore and it has resisted growth at all costs... most of which being a declining quality of life and
increasing stress of life for all demographics. Since the city has allowed modest growth in only a few areas, the
whole community has become warped and shaped by the associated pressure points that did not grow. (3)
Allow (vertical/denser) growth with reasonable forward looking initiatives (better/greener transportation/bike
paths/charging stations) balanced by the reality of the world we still live in (parking/traffic/gas powered vehicles
will be here for a long time. period. get over it and allow for it.) (4) Trench the train tracks! I grew up in an area
(historic colonial towns) where a new train line was put in from the suburbs to the city. My town put in elevated
tracks and the next town over would not allow the line unless they trenched the tracks. Guess which town is still
an amazing community to live in despite the significantly increased train service? 40+ years later, the trenched
tracks were the best decision they ever made.

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

December 13, 2017, 12:06 AM

1) Stop all office space expansion, permanently. Replacements or upgrades at exactly the same square
footage are OK. There is no need and no benefit to expansion, but expansion leads to more jobs/housing
imbalance, more traffic, and less parking. When companies outgrow Palo Alto office space and move
elsewhere, their office space is freed up for startups, and that keeps Palo Alto vibrant and unique.
2) Reduce city staff headcount so that the ratio of headcount to number of residents is the same as the average
of surrounding cities. Service will improve and there will be budget to pay for public works and pensions.

matthieu Bonnard in Old Palo Alto (registered)

December 12, 2017, 10:16 PM

Have round-about been considered in PA, among others at the intersection of 1) Middlefield and Embarcadero ,
2) Embarcadero and El Camino?
I recently moved to PA from NYC and before Paris. While I applaud the city's attention to environmental issues,
I am surprised, not to say shocked, by the traffic and hence gas emissions caused by traffic lights. Roundabouts have been implemented in many many cities in France, including on busy and multi-lanes roads, and I
believe that their efficiency to recuse congestion has been proven over the years.

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

December 12, 2017, 9:54 PM

All Statements sorted chronologically
As of January 10, 2018, 8:41 AM
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Council Priorities 2018
Tell us your ideas for the 2018 Council Priorities!
I live on Center Drive between Hamilton and University in Crescent Park. My narrow residential street has
become a parking lot every night of the workweek as traffic becomes backed up on University Ave. and my
street--and the surrounding streets, including Hamilton, Southwood and East Crescent-- have become
cutaways to avoid University. It is gridlock every single night...to the point that I cannot reach my home without
driving up the wrong side of the street or parking several blocks away and walking. In the mornings, there is a
different but equally dangerous problem--cars racing down our street to get to their jobs downtown or at
Stanford or to the school on Channing Street.
My husband and I contacted the City a few times and they claimed to have sent someone out to measure the
speed and volume of traffic flow. We received a polite email from them a month ago saying that there is no
issue. Fed up, we organized an impromptu meeting at our home. It was standing room only, with 2
representatives of the City Council and a reporter from the Palo Alto Daily in attendance. We heard from elderly
people terrified that an emergency vehicle won't be able to reach them if they need assistance, parents of small
children who are worried that their kids (or dogs) will be run over by speeding cars, and many residents who are
just sick of exhaust fumes, honking, blaring radios and the inability to access our homes.
The Palo Alto City Council has sold this town out to developers and there has been absolutely no attempt to
address the traffic situation. Long term, we need to put an end to any further development and we will all vote
to do that. In the interim,we have a list of potential short-term, traffic-calming solutions. The residents of
Downtown North have implemented several of these tactics and they appear to be working. We look forward to
working with the City to implement traffic-calming actions here in Crescent Park.

Name not shown in Palo Verde (registered)

December 12, 2017, 9:45 PM

Fiscal truth - Fund the pensions of today's workers with today's income
Cubberley - Build a decent community center for the many performers, artists, nonprofits, and sports
organizations that make this a great place to live
Traffic - Be reasonable about the cost of the train intersection choices

Robert Bedichek in Palo Verde (registered)

December 12, 2017, 8:32 PM

I have lived in mid town for over 20 years. My house is about 2,000' from highway 101. Many of my fellow
residents live closer. In 20 years, I haven't been able to tune it out. The traffic noise, especially when it is cold,
is terrible. A sound wall would help thousands of residents sleep better and enjoy being outside more.

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 12, 2017, 5:45 PM

Traffic on University Avenue is close to a crisis point! It is backed up locally because of traffic lights at
Woodland and #101, between 2-7 pm, and often this causes secondary back-ups in the local neighborhood.
The restricted access to the Dumbarton Bridge is increasing this. The City's Traffic Dept. has shown no interest
or concern. I suspect there will have to be a death, due to no ambulance access, or a fire, before there will be

All Statements sorted chronologically
As of January 10, 2018, 8:41 AM
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Council Priorities 2018
Tell us your ideas for the 2018 Council Priorities!
attention to this. Why is it so difficult for the City experts to address the problem? I urge the Council to take this
up, and work with East Palo Alto on banking lights and opening lanes.

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

December 12, 2017, 5:40 PM

1. Equitable distribution of airplane noise across all affected communities.
2. Major reduction of office space development in order to reduce traffic impacts.
3. Pay attention to quality of life in PA. As a resident for 50 years I have seen an interesting community reduced
to a boring place.
4. Re-pave Channing between Bryant and Guinda; that section of the street is an embarrassment.
Just because the world wants to come to Palo Alto doesn't mean we citizens of PA are obligated to destroy
what is left of our quality of life in order to accommodate them.

Bruce Crocker in Crescent Park (registered)

December 12, 2017, 4:38 PM

We need actionable goals that deal with today's problems. Specifically, our number one priority is traffic and
the speeding commuters and gridlock in our neighborhoods. The problem has developed over time as the
Council and Staff have permitted and even encouraged office development without adequate safeguards for our
neighborhoods quality of life.
Secondly and closely related, parking problems spilling into residential neighborhoods are a persistent problem
without any city wide solution. More garages could help but of course contribute to the traffic disaster
highlighted above.
We need real solutions that take a clear eyed picture of how people actually behave, how they respond to
incentives, and none of the "magical thinking" that too often seems to dominate the City's planning
assumptions.

Name not shown in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

December 12, 2017, 2:39 PM

Reducing airplane noise is my biggest priority, particularly after 9 p.m. and before 7 a.m. Reducing traffic is my
next priority. Third would be a periodic review of dedicated spots in parking lots. The number of unused spots
devoted to electric vehicles, Zip Cars, car pools and handicapped is aggravating. If they are over 60% empty
most of the time, their number should be reduced.

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

December 12, 2017, 2:07 PM

Traffic is by far my #1 concern. It has gotten so bad that it may drive me and my family to leave Palo Alto after
living here for 25 years and raising our kids here. University Ave is gridlocked every day. And every day people
park at both edges of my driveway so that I can barely get in and out. In fact, I cannot get my car out most days,
and family and friends have to park up to a block away when they come to visit. Who is in these cars? People

All Statements sorted chronologically
As of January 10, 2018, 8:41 AM
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Council Priorities 2018
Tell us your ideas for the 2018 Council Priorities!
that work in town, that do not live here, and are commuting to the bigger and bigger buildings being built
downtown. People who are avoiding paying to park and/or cannot find a place to park closer to downtown. And
people that are going to work in the houses being leased to start-ups. The houses on both sides of us are
leased out to start-ups right now. You are turning Palo Alto into San Francisco, no longer a place for families
and kids, no longer a safe place to grow up. Why are you doing this? This level of growth has a huge negative
impact on the quality of living here. As I watch your deeds as the City Council, I see you saying that Palo Alto
has the welcome mat out to businesses and their employees, with their attendant cars. They get first rights, not
local citizens. I see you not even trying to balance the two, when you charge me for parking in front of my own
house due to all the out-of-town cars that are competing with me to park there. Please take the blinders off and
make containing growth, and reducing traffic and cars your number 1 priority for 2018!

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

December 12, 2017, 1:57 PM

Stop development in downtown Palo Alto. Our streets and neighborhoods are inundated with traffic and
commuter's parked cars. Gridlock on University Avenue and nearby streets at rush hour is now the norm. We
cannot get in or out of our driveways. Our quality of life is being destroyed by the crush of commuters due to
massive over-development in PA and Stanford.

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

December 12, 2017, 1:51 PM

residential traffic must become a top priority. we live in crescent park and rush hour traffic on otherwise quiet
streets--some not designed for parking and two way traffic (ie East Crescent Drive)--are dangerous as well as
unfair to our local community. the root causes must be attacked for sure (too much development etc)...but the
urgency to solve the problem cannot be overstated. there are regular accidents and it's only a matter of time til
someone gets really frustrated and something bad happens. may it not be so!

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

December 12, 2017, 1:22 PM

I feel that reducing congestion on residential streets leading to University Ave during the late afternoon rush of
people trying to get on 101 should be a top priority. Not only do residents find it impossible to get to their
homes due to blocked intersections and gridlock, but the air pollution being created does not fit Palo Alto's
desire for less of a carbon footprint. Also, someone should figure out the effects of adding any housing to the
traffic problems (here and in other parts of the city) before allowing it to be built. ABAG certainly isn't doing its
homework regarding the unintended effects of its policies.

Name not shown in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

December 12, 2017, 1:20 PM

Airplane noise is something that I worry about a lot. Transportation and traffic are my 2 other concerns. If
airplane noise issue is not resolved, what is the value of good quality schools or serene neighborhood or calm
streets when there is no break from incessant low flying noise /fume polluting airplanes (commercial or Learjet)
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at any time of the day or night. With traffic, one at least gets a break most of the time, with this noise, no such
luck.

Jean Hsia in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

December 12, 2017, 1:17 PM

Please focus on supporting the transition of the Animal Services to Pets In Need. The low-cost spay/neuter
clinic is vital to the local rescue groups. If the shelter and clinic are shut down, then people must travel much
further (to PHS or HSSV) to get comparable services.

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 12, 2017, 1:03 PM

Palo Alto City Priorities: Thoughts about Fiber to the Home/Premises/Node
Robert Smith
2291 Greer Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
rlsmithjr@comcast.net
December 12, 2017
When you rank your priorities, it is important to decide what former priorities can be dropped. If everything is a
priority, then nothing is. I have a suggestion for an old priority to drop, namely "fiber to the premises".
We are past the time when municipal ownership and control of telecommunications would be helpful to the
community. The city has spent a great deal of time and money on various investigations about fast Internet.
Without repeating this history, a few notes will help us understand where we are today.
Twenty years ago, the push to have a municipal fiber system began. At that time, most Internet access was
through 56 kilobit phone modems, with a few people using expensive ISDN lines. The Cable Co-op was
starting to market its cable modem service under the brand "ISP Channel" offering up to 500 kilobits. In 1998,
it made some sense to think about a municipal service that would offer 20, 50, perhaps even 100 megabits of
data per second instead of mere kilobits.
Time marched on. Comcast in particular has continued to improve and has offered reliable 100 megabit for a
number of years. This is still considered "fast". The city has had at least 5 major waves of meetings, expensive
consultants, and attempts to make something happen, but the city has little to offer most consumers.
The bar of excellence has been raised. While we have had 250 megabits for about two years from Comcast,
we now want to have 1 gigabit, or even more. The major benefit we are expecting from municipal fiber is
speeds in excess of 1 gigabit.
Things have just changed in a way that the city has yet to understand. Both of our incumbents, Comcast and
AT&T, have begun deploying gigabit speeds. This is real today. I investigated Comcast and was told that they
would happily install 1 gigabit service in my house on Greer Road. I checked and found that the online forums
have people who are using Comcast's gigabit service successfully. You can even buy a DOCSIS 3.1 modem
from Frys if you want to avoid renting the hardware from Comcast.
I haven't actually ordered this service in my home. The reason is that I have Comcast's 100 megabit service
and it is completely meeting our needs. This mirrors the experience elsewhere where customers do not buy the
gigabit services but instead select something slower and cheaper. Most customers believe in "just in time"
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thriftiness it seems. They know that they will eventually want faster speeds but will wait until they see a
pressing need.
So, exactly what sense does it make for the city to spend our money on providing "very fast" Internet service
when two of the largest telecom companies in the world are already doing just that?
As I understand it, the city's most recent plan is to build a "fiber to the node" system that will be the
infrastructure for a vendor who wants to complete the wiring to individual premises and then install and market
their services. The city's portion of this will cost $12-15 million dollars, we are told, yet will do nothing until a
vendor comes along.
Exactly which vendor is going to want to compete with Comcast and AT&T?
One of the things that Google has apparently learned is something that the industry has known for decades: it
is very difficult and expensive to create and successfully market an "overbuild" (the industry's term for a second
or third competitor). If other companies, including Google, don't want to try this, why should we think the city
will succeed?
And why is it necessary for the city to enter a business if two big companies are already meeting the needs?
It is simply time to remove "fiber to the home/premises/node" from the city's priorities and save the time, effort,
and money for something that no company can or will provide. We should also try to work more proactively
with the companies that have already invested here and will continue to be important in our telecommunications
future.

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

December 12, 2017, 12:41 PM

Freeze all development. Slowly incent office businesses to move out. Of Downtown
Council has destroyed quality of life w traffic

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 12, 2017, 12:25 PM

The biggest issue to tackle is "parking". Second issue is "traffic". The least important is "airplane noise". The
other issues are not urgent but important.

Annette Ross in College Terrace (registered)

December 12, 2017, 11:28 AM

This one should be easy and not add to Staff workload: establish a new "best practice" by having realistic
agendas for each Council meeting and evaluating meeting progress at 9:00 p.m. so that long agenda items that
cannot open before 10:00 p.m. can be rescheduled. At the Dec. 11 meeting, an agenda item that was
supposed to start around 8:15 p.m. had no hope of getting started until after 10:00 p.m. because the long
agenda item that preceded it was delayed by about two hours. This happens frequently. If public participation is
a genuine goal, steps can and should be taken to make participation a reasonable civic venture.

Name not shown in Greenmeadow (registered)

December 12, 2017, 7:11 AM
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Please focus on combatting airplane noise. If that isn’t corrected, a number of us won’t live here any more; the
other priorities are thus irrelevant to us.

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 11, 2017, 12:08 PM

I am very concerned about my future in Palo Alto. I want to live here forever but I need to be a multi millionaire
to buy a home and raise a family here.
My other concern is the traffic patterns in the downtown area. It feels as if they are designed to cause
accidents. Stop signs on some blocks, lights on others, and traffic circles. Drivers don't know if the other
oncoming traffic will stop or not. I've almost been hit twice near my house because ppl don't know what to do at
interactions. When it's dark, it is worse because the street lights don't really do anything for drivers or
pedestrians, they are super bright in just one spot and don't help at all, which adds to making it super
dangerous for everybody during the evening commute.
I love Palo Alto and plan to be an amazing member of the community but I feel it is pushing me out. My
husband and I both have well paying "tech" jobs but we still feel like we can't make it.

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 8, 2017, 12:41 PM

Noise. Of all kinds. Jet noise for starters. Could you please make this your top priority? I've lived in Palo Alto
for over 3 decades. Never have I been so miserable. NexGen = Bezos greed = why must we suffer so? I
seriously think my home in midtown is directly under all the incoming flights to SFO.
Second, street noise. What's up w/ street sweepers/garbage trucks being exempt from abiding the city's noise
ordinance? 6:03 a.m. every Thurs. Beep beep beep. Oh, then on Tuesdays the teensy kids navigating the
elementary school thoroughfare that is Louis Rd. between Ohlone and Palo Verde elementary schools on bikes
get to swerve around not just other kids on their bikes but also GreenWaste trucks AND street sweepers....an
almost impossible task. It is a fatality situation WAITING to happen. Easy fixes:
Require all except emergency services to abide by the city noise ordinance. [This would keep Louis Rd. free
until ~ 8 a.m. solving 50% of the kid fatality issue]
Route the GreenWaste/street sweepers away from Louis Rd. until 8:20 a.m.
Done.
As for jet noise...we get that's more complicated.
Third, require office building applicants to include in their document submissions the ARB a 2 mile radius map
that includes all the office buildings either under construction [w/ their sq. footage & # of underparked cars],
recent construction [last 2 years] or in-the-pipeline construction so that decisioning on office impacts to the city
can be made in a more systemic vs. one-off manner.

Annette Isaacson in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

December 8, 2017, 12:22 PM
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Palo Alto should focus on finding ways to provide more affordable housing for its workers...encouraging
developers to build smaller, more affordable houses on in-fill properties, encouraging residents to build ADU
units on their property or renting rooms in their homes. Young families and single professionals as well as
service workers are priced out of the housing market.

Name not shown in Community Center (registered)

December 7, 2017, 11:07 AM

My suggestions for priorities are:
1. Traffic. Embarcadero is a major problem, with three traffic lights near each other near T & C Shopping
Center and the three-lane underpass. A pedestrian overpass would help--the ramp could run parallel to the
road. Please realize that narrowing roads increases travel time, thus increasing pollution and lowering
productivity.
2. Fiscal problems. We are overstaffed compared to other nearby cities. Why? City salaries seem way to
high. Example: our city manager was hired with a large salary and benefits, and that has now been raised, I
believe. Then he must not have been able to handle the job, because he needed an assistant, also with a high
salary. Then he got *another* assistant, also with a high salary. So now we have three people where before we
had one. What do they do all day? My next complaint would be that we hire way too many consultants. Don't
we have people on our staff who are qualified to work on these problems? Finally, we need a Committee on
Common Sense that reviews actions by the city. Too many things are done that are silly or poorly thought out.
3. I realize I am in the minority, but jet noise doesn't bother me. They go over quickly. It seems to take Surf Air
about 10 seconds, which is not much of an intrusion. I would think that a large number of Palo Altans fly on
planes. Every time they do they are contributing to jet noise somewhere. I can imagine someone saying "I
hope my plane is not late--I have to get to the anti-jet noise meeting!"
Many thanks for the opportunity to share ideas.

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 6, 2017, 9:49 PM

I'd like the Council to fund replacing gas leaf blowers (for pro gardener service) with battery electric blowers.
Small gas engines don't have the high-level pollution control equipment as cars and they have no smog-check
requirement, as cars do. As gas blowers age, they pollute more than when new. I smell gas most times when
passing by a gas blower in use. Battery electric is the leap we need to take. Let's take them out of service like
old 1970's clunker, polluting cars. Make this a priority.
Gregory M. Bell
SustainTimes.net

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 3, 2017, 6:59 PM
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The public streets in Palo Alto are a real treasure. "Tree City" is not just a sign on the side of the road, it is an
important part of what makes living in Palo Alto precious, but the Public urban forest needs our attention as a
city and the urban forest needs the attention of the city council!
1) Prioritize putting power lines underground so that they do not force cutting and trimming in strange shapes
our public trees.
2) Increase the budget for urban forestry and improve the canopy in southern Palo Alto which has only 1/2 the
coverage of the north.
Urban forests provide clean air, shade, reduced heating and cooling and a serenity that is fundamental part of
Palo Alto culture. We all live hectic high pressure lives, but the last mile through the trees brings peace,
serenity and a foundation ONLY, if EVERY generation of Palo Alto leaders prioritizes investment in "Tree City".
People come and go but the trees last for generations and EVERY generation owes it to the next to leave our
urban forest better than we received it. We can do more than we have over the last decade!

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

December 3, 2017, 12:49 PM

I urge the Council to make JET NOISE RELIEF a top priority for 2018. The incessant, intrusive roar of jets over
our home in Crescent Park for the past 2.5 years has significantly eroded quality of life in Palo Alto and
increased stress. More broadly, restoring a focus on the quality of life for Palo Alto residents would be a
welcome change from the Councils apparent priority to advance business and developers interests. The
increased traffic in Crescent Park has become hazardous and the Council should make traffic reductions and
residents safety a priority.

Name not shown outside Palo Alto (registered)

December 2, 2017, 8:14 AM

Please add more books to the city libraries! We have built a new library, but it is more like a community center,
not a true library. We have very limited copies of books. For example, when I need to borrow a SAT/ACT test
book for my child, I had to put in a hold request at least 2 months ahead, because we only have one copy of
each year's test book in the whole PA library system! Later I found out I can use Mountain View' city library, and
they have 16 copies, thanks.

Name not shown in Palo Verde (registered)

December 1, 2017, 8:39 PM

The City Council and the government of the City of Palo Alto needs to make maintaining quality of life for
residents of the city a top priority. Each time a department within the city decides it's time to revise their
mission statement it should include the phrase "... for the residents of Palo Alto."
Focusing on properly implementing the train track intersection improvements getting the tracks below ground
level should be a top priority.

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 1, 2017, 6:03 PM
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Cross-city traffic congestion at Churchill/Alma

Name not shown in Old Palo Alto (unverified)

December 1, 2017, 12:39 PM

Start enforcing bike regulations. Bikes are a good thing and city has done a specular job in producing bike
friendly routes. The city also needs to start enforcing laws with bike. The California Ave underpass is good
example. The city has posted 2 signs in either direction that instructs bike riders to walk their bikes. There was
a bike barrier in the tunnel to slow down riders who did not obey the law. Those bike barriers were widened, and
now bike can go through at full speed. There sets up a dangerous situation for pedestrians. The tunnel is not
wide enough to allow bike and passengers to safely pass each other. I have seen bikes going 30+ MPH through
the tunnel when small children are present. Somebody is going to get seriously hurt, unless something is done.
Bike riders run through traffic signs, and use sidewalks. Both are which are dangerous. Along with adding bike
paths, there needs to be enforcement. If there is no enforcement of the laws, I will no longer support adding
more bike paths. The is an issue that needs to addressed ASAP!!!

Name not available (unclaimed)

December 1, 2017, 1:21 AM

Housing and the traffic situation should be a continuing focus for 2018.

Name not shown in Southgate (registered)

November 30, 2017, 9:09 PM

Let's prioritize the creation of a longer-term vision for our transportation systems -- one that can accommodate
appropriate / inevitable growth (near mass transit centers) while at the same time reducing automobile traffic
and helping the city of Palo Alto feel more unified. We need to invest sufficiently in Caltrain and High Speed Rail
so that these trains don't further divide our city and disrupt our lives.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 30, 2017, 4:32 PM

Disturbing and very noisy air traffic has gone on way too long and needs to be stopped! - Don and Kathy
Davis, Crescent Park

MB Bieder in Downtown North (registered)

November 30, 2017, 9:44 AM

Reduce airplane noise and pollution.
The City must continue to make this the highest priority and maintain pressure on the FAA and Congress to
solve the problem. Despite what the FAA says, solutions exist but we need the political pressure of the City
Council to make sure that solutions get discussed and implemented. Airplane jet noise and pollution severely
affects adults and children in this community day and night. Nextgen continues to impact Palo Alto with planes
flying even closer together- 2 minutes apart! Thank you for all your efforts and please don't take your foot off
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the gas now.

marie-jo fremont in Leland Manor/ Garland (registered)

November 29, 2017, 8:15 PM

Reduce airplane noise.
The City must continue to make this a priority to force the FAA to solve the problem they created in the first
place. We need relief during the day and at night. Despite what the FAA says, solutions exist but we need the
political pressure of the City Council to make sure that solutions get discussed and implemented.
Thank you for all your efforts on this critical issue that affects many Palo Alto residents, young and old, in their
homes, gardens, work places, churches, and parks. Please continue the battle. This is not the time to stop.

Jim Barkley in University Park (registered)

November 29, 2017, 8:00 PM

We should buy another mobile command post. I saw a man trying to steal the one parked outside city hall.
What if he had succeeded?
I’m already prone to anxiety, and now I have to worry about this too?? Until I know the city has a backup
command post, I’d like to help guard the only one we have. I own a shotgun, a lawn chair, and two feral wolves.
Please let me know which hours you’d like me to take as I’ll need to plan lunch breaks.
Sincerely, a very concerned citizen.

Lisa St.John in Barron Park (unverified)

November 29, 2017, 7:50 PM

The jet noise sometimes rattles my windows like today. When I work at home I am often disturbed by the noise.
I wake in the morning from the airplane noise so please help reduce that airplane noise. I have lived here most
of my life but think of moving because the noise has gotten so loud.
Thank you for your consideration.

Michael Hodos in University South (registered)

November 29, 2017, 8:46 AM

Please make improving the quality of life for the residents the guiding principle for every decision that is made
by the City Council, the City Manager and every department within the city government (i.e. "How will this
decision help maintain or improve the quality of life for the residents?")
Specifically . . .
• Improve and expand the Residential Permit Parking Program and the associated enforcement; continue to
reduce the number of non-resident permit parking permits issued for the residential neighborhoods.
• Reduce airplane noise.
• Encourage customer serving ground floor retail
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• Improve and encourage the use of public transit

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 28, 2017, 6:08 PM

Please focus on Jet Noise Relief

Name not shown in University South (registered)

November 28, 2017, 4:55 PM

Please continue to make solving the jet noise problem a priority. City advocacy and resources should be
continued as well as working with neighboring cities.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 28, 2017, 2:04 PM

Jet noise relief

Karen P in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

November 28, 2017, 11:59 AM

Require FAA, federal representatives, and airports to take action to reduce jet noise and emissions, which have
increased disproportionately over Palo Alto since FAA implemented NextGen.

Ron Gilbert outside Palo Alto (registered)

November 28, 2017, 10:37 AM

“jet noise relief”

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 28, 2017, 10:16 AM

I do notice the jets at times seem lower . My concerns are they will slip right back in to their old pattern ! We
really need to stay on top of things and constantly watch them !

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

November 27, 2017, 12:20 PM

Jet noise relief is a very, very high priority.
Parking downtown is almost impossible. Whenever possible I walk, but what about when the time comes that I
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can't walk?
Parking in Crescent Park has made traffic dangerous. Visibility is greatly compromised at each corner and
whenever exiting one's driveway. Pedestrians must be extra careful at every corner.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 27, 2017, 12:08 PM

jet noise relief
101 bicycle bridge
no stoplight at Charleston and Louis
electrification and grade separation

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 27, 2017, 10:21 AM

Jet Noise Relief

Name not shown in Greenmeadow (registered)

November 27, 2017, 9:41 AM

Please make jet noise abatement a high priority as it negatively impacts our quality of life each and every day.
My hope is that the city council and staff will become even more active it bringing relief to Palo Alto.

Name not shown in Evergreen Park (registered)

November 27, 2017, 8:23 AM

Jet noise relief

Ray Dempsey in Professorville (unverified)

November 27, 2017, 7:17 AM

Ah, if only our tree-shaded street really looked like that street in your introductory page. Priority? Continue to
make residential areas more resident-friendly for residents.
Ray Dempsey
Professorville

Name not shown in Community Center (registered)

November 27, 2017, 4:46 AM

Something needs to be done about Jet Noise in Palo Alto. It greatly impacts our sleep but also our air quality.
We hear a lot about committee meetings, concerned representatives, etc. but the problem is not being solved
or even reduced.

Name not shown in Palo Verde (registered)

November 26, 2017, 8:15 PM
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It is time for the companies who call Palo Alto home to be responsible for housing for their employees. Palo Alto
itself should not strain its resources & its present community to do so. Instead, we should focus on maintaining
the quality of our community for our present residents -- reducing jet noise and sustaining the things which
make our community unique.

Sylvia Gartner in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 26, 2017, 8:03 PM

Something needs to happen about the proliferation of basements. My 1950's house has sustained
considerable damage from five basements being dug in a three block area. Dead bolts don't enter the existing
hole and must be re-done. I have many cracks in the walls. A tree in the front yard is now quite unhealthy. The
toilet in my only bathroom won't maintain a seal because the house is now sloping. I had none of these
problems for 30 years living here. It doesn't seem fair to me that people can buy up a small house and then
maximize their investment by scraping it and then building a huge house with a full basement.

Robert Finn in Old Palo Alto (registered)

November 26, 2017, 4:38 PM

JET NOISE RELIEF is our most immediate concern.
Prior to NextGen, the landing system at SFO worked superbly, nobody we know here was bothered by noise,
nor did we see any predictions of overstrain of the system. NextGen brought with it a SUDDEN jump in noise
disturbance. Why is a return to the previous system not being discussed?
Ursula Schulte, Robert Finn

Name not shown in Barron Park (registered)

November 26, 2017, 12:54 PM

Jet noise relief!!!

Name not shown in Greenmeadow (registered)

November 25, 2017, 11:42 PM

1. Address unfunded pension liabilities
2. Significantly reduce airplane noise
3. Stop all development except BMR housing and Stanford.
4. Find a way to develop 1000+ units of BMR housing, with priority for city workers and school staff
5. Encourage Palantir and other large companies to move out -- Palo Alto cannot support so many jobs. We
must focus on housing city and school workers, and supporting Stanford's growth. We have to stop being
everything to everyone.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 25, 2017, 6:43 PM
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Jet noise relief

Name not shown in Green Acres (registered)

November 25, 2017, 9:17 AM

Jet Noise Relief for PALO AIRPLANE NOISE CITY !!
City of Palo Alto needs to take this problem more serious and make it a top priority for 2018!

Name not shown outside Palo Alto (registered)

November 24, 2017, 5:44 PM

I am very grateful to Mayor Hendricks for stepping up to chair the ad hoc committee on jet noise relief. I wish
him much success because this is a very important issue for those of us living under the flight path.

Byron Bland in Ventura (registered)

November 24, 2017, 5:43 PM

Reduce jet noise

Name not shown in Community Center (registered)

November 24, 2017, 11:35 AM

Jet noise relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 24, 2017, 11:21 AM

Jet noise relief.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 24, 2017, 8:20 AM

City Council Priorities for 2018:
Transportation congestion issues
Equable distribution of funds for improvements to all neighborhoods

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 24, 2017, 12:13 AM

Jet noise relief

Name not shown in Community Center (registered)

November 23, 2017, 8:26 PM
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I would like to see a limit on the number of "scrapes" allowed in Palo Alto, meaning destruction of the former
house and building a brand new larger house. I would also like to see a complete moratorium on basements
being built. I live on a block where a house drained 22 million gallons of water, during the drought, so they
could have "adequate" space for 4 people to live in a mansion. I think this is reprehensible and environmentally
irresponsible. I would also like to see more affordable housing developed, instead of mansions for the uber
rich.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 23, 2017, 6:16 PM

Jet noise relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 23, 2017, 2:11 PM

Railroad grade crossing separation
reduce jet noise

Peter Brende in Charleston Meadows (registered)

November 23, 2017, 10:38 AM

Reduce jet noise

Aude Ismael in Crescent Park (registered)

November 23, 2017, 10:05 AM

Please prioritize a program to reduce jet noise.

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

November 23, 2017, 8:42 AM

I have lived in Palo Alto my entire life (54 years). It saddens me every time I get in my car to go anywhere!!
The amount of traffic and building has ruined the "community" feeling of Palo Alto. Bigger does not mean
better!!! The top priority for the city should be maintaining the integrity of our wonderful city by not continually
growing. At some point, there is just not enough space left.
Also, as a long time lap swimmer, please do not give control over to a private company!! This is another
example of bigger does not mean better!! The pool should be enjoyed by all, and control should stay in the
hands of the city.
As a parent of a high school student, the city should also focus on the mental well being of our students. Why
is there so much pressure on our kids? The focus should not be over achieving, but enjoying learning!!!
Thank you for your time....

Marilyn Bauriedel in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 22, 2017, 10:39 PM
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I would like Council to put jet noise relief on its list of priorities for the coming year.

Ronald Dotson in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

November 22, 2017, 8:40 PM

We need jet noise relief . We need traffic relief from increasing numbers of vehicles cutting through
neighborhoods. We need better solutions to slowing speeders and stop sign runners.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 8:31 PM

JERT NOISE RELIEF! Please!!!

Ian Mallace in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 22, 2017, 8:16 PM

Jet Noise Relief. Thank you for making this a priority in 2018.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 8:11 PM

please stop all the high-density housing and business development. The traffic is bad and Palo Alto is
becoming a very unpleasant place to live

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 7:35 PM

Jet noise relief !!!!!!!
It is ALL night over our house. Low. Vibrates. ALL day over our house. Low. Vibrates.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 7:07 PM

Jet noise relief.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 6:58 PM

Jet Noise Relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 6:56 PM
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1) Relief from jet noise
2) Relief from traffic congestion University Ave.
3) Affordable housing

Robert Tobin in Research Park (registered)

November 22, 2017, 5:39 PM

City Priority #1: Jet Noise Relief - Get significantly more aggressive in increasing pressure for action by the
FAA!! Not a single flight has changed altitude or route!!
City Priority #2: Underground The Train - Figure out how to do it and fund it. Stop studying whether to do it.
City Priority #3: Aging Infrastructure
City Priority #4: Everything Else

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 5:22 PM

Jet noise relief

john kunz in Leland Manor/ Garland (registered)

November 22, 2017, 5:06 PM

Jet noise is appalling.

Jay Whaley in Crescent Park (registered)

November 22, 2017, 4:50 PM

1. Automobile transportation. The gridlock, occurring at the University Ave entrance to 101 on most afternoons,
causes grave safety concerns because of inaccessibility to firetruck and ambulance access. The resulting
expanding back up in adjoining streets degrades quality of life, as well as air safety. Immediate police and traffic
management is required, while designing longer term solutions to the reduction in the number of single
occupancy automobiles at certain times of day.
2. Jet Noise Relief! Continuing and increasing efforts from the City of Palo Alto are needed to correct the sound
and air pollution impacts of the "NextGen" F.A.A. program that placed landing SFO aircraft in a narrow corridor
over many of our neighborhoods.

Jonathan Heiliger in Evergreen Park (registered)

November 22, 2017, 3:58 PM

Please prioritize a program to reduce jet noise

Name not shown in Community Center (registered)

November 22, 2017, 3:19 PM
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1) Aircraft noise deduction
2) City needs to get its finances in order - unfunded pension liabilities will sink the city if a plan is not made and
adhered to
3) Get the RVs and street campers off Palo Alto streets

Name not shown in Community Center (registered)

November 22, 2017, 2:44 PM

Jet noise relief

Keva Dine in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 22, 2017, 2:02 PM

Jet Noise!!!

Evelyn Preston in Greenmeadow (registered)

November 22, 2017, 1:36 PM

JET NOISE RELIEF NOW!! Planes from 2 commercial airports (SJ, SFO), San Carlos commuters and Palo Alto
private aircraft all fly too often, too low, too loud with too many flights night and day. Quality of life and the
general environment are all degraded. This invasion of privacy and upheaval for many neighborhoods are for
mostly commercial enterprises that literally steal the peace and quiet of the entire area without residents' input
or remuneration.
Why our city councils, county supervisors and other legislators have allowed this to continue without a huge
outcry and greater resolve questions their resolve to truly workfor and reflect the needs of their constituents.
This CONSTANT NOISE is unacceptable! While I thank efforts to date, it is obviously not nearly enough to
effect any meaningful change.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 12:54 PM

Jet noise relief!!!!

Name not shown in Evergreen Park (registered)

November 22, 2017, 12:17 PM

Please keep working on roadways. Also, I think spreading sideways is a waste of space, and I'd like tho see
more parking structures which are tall enough to serve us in the future. Please keep the new parking permit
programs. Please keep residential dwellings that are currently single family as single family.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 11:55 AM
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jet noise relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 11:45 AM

Jet noise relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 11:42 AM

Please do not push the jet noise to in Sunnyvale. There is too much air traffic over Sunnyvale now.
John Hausler

Name not shown in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 22, 2017, 11:33 AM

Please make jet noise relief the top priority for 2018.

Aoife Maynard in Old Palo Alto (registered)

November 22, 2017, 11:13 AM

Jet noise relief: fly over bay
JET NOISE RELIEF PLEASE!!!!!!
Jet noise relief: fly over bay
JET NOISE RELIEF PLEASE!!!!!!
Jet noise relief: fly over bay
JET NOISE RELIEF PLEASE!!!!!!

Kathleen Davis in Crescent Park (unverified)

November 22, 2017, 11:05 AM

Traffic on University Ave:
Traffic is very heavy from 2:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. The only way we can get into our driveway is to come in from
Hamilton Ave to Lincoln Ave. if coming from downtown or if coming from Town and Country, to University Ave.,
to go down Lincoln Ave to University and take a left into our driveway. (Even then, there's often a backup of
cars and a narrow passage due to parked cars on either side of Lincoln as one approches University Ave.
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Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 10:42 AM

Jet noise relief.
16 to 18 hours per day, 7 days a week of constant noise and pollution with flights directly over my house is a
serious issue.
Please do your jobs and be much more proactive in restoring the old quality of life
that once made Palo Alto such a special place. WE Need Your Help To Reduce Jet Noise and Pollution.. Thank
You.

Nick Peterson in Downtown North (registered)

November 22, 2017, 10:28 AM

JET NOISE RELIEF!!!!!!!
Improved pedestrian safety through intersection upgrades in Downtown North (e.g., flags, flashing lights on
signs or intersections) especially on Bryant St and Alma @ Everett.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 10:07 AM

Make jet noise a priority for Palo Alto.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 9:17 AM

Jet noise relief now!

Name not shown in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

November 22, 2017, 8:35 AM

Cap all expansive development
Traffic
Jet noise relief

Kevin Ohlson in Old Palo Alto (registered)

November 22, 2017, 8:34 AM

jet noise relief

Unmesh Vartak in Palo Verde (registered)

November 22, 2017, 7:36 AM
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The top priority for the council should be to treat entire city as your family. At every decision consider the effect
of your decision on other family members.
For example- Ross rd project may have been justified and supported by Ross Rd residents and I do sympathize
with their traffic concerns. However it is not fair for residents on parallel streets like Louis Rd to live with extra
traffic because of narrowing of Ross road and just because Louis Rd residents did not participate in planning
for Ross rd changes.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 7:36 AM

Jet Noise Relief

Lissy Bland in Ventura (registered)

November 22, 2017, 7:27 AM

1. Jet noise relief

Name not shown in Old Palo Alto (registered)

November 22, 2017, 7:17 AM

There's been explosive growth in noise and traffic since I moved to Palo Alto 40 years ago. Our quality of life is
deteriorating rapidly.
More specifically, we need:
Jet noise relief
Train horn relief at crossings
Traffic relief - protect residential neighborhoods from cut-through traffic
On-street parking relief - create more RPPs
Better traffic signals at Embarcadero and El Camino - eliminate cross walk signal at Town & Country and build
overpass or underpass for students and pedestrians crossing Embarcadero from Palo Alto High School
Improve bike lane crossing from Stanford at Galvez across El Camino to Embaradero - very dangerous
intersection for bicyclists!
Like the bullet train idea but very worried about future bullet train noise and impact

Roy Moss in Palo Verde (registered)

November 22, 2017, 6:52 AM

Jet noise relief

marty klein in Palo Verde (registered)

November 22, 2017, 2:04 AM

1. jet noise relief.
2. STOP narrowing streets and slowing down traffic. we DON'T have a problem with unsafe streets.

Cliff
Mercer in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)
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Jet noise relief
The noise pollution of frequent, low-flying jets over Palo Alto and directly over my home in particular has
become a significant nuisance in the last couple of years. I understand that the FAA changed many flight paths
in recent years to optimize for things other than quality of life for residents in high density areas near major
airports. That was a mistake that must be corrected.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 22, 2017, 12:42 AM

Keep working on increasing housing supply at different price points, and adding more usable public
transportation, and continue making biking even safer and easier, especially for kids biking to school.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 11:56 PM

Jet noise relief!!!

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 11:23 PM

Jet noise relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 11:00 PM

Top priority: Jet Noise Relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 10:44 PM

Jet noise relief

Katherine Wurzburg outside Palo Alto (registered)

November 21, 2017, 10:32 PM

Jet noise relief, please!

Beverly Brockway in Crescent Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 10:23 PM

Stop Jet Noise. It is unacceptable both at night and during the day. The gridlock at times makes it impossible to
drive out of our driveway on Hamilton. Parking and traffic issues must be addressed before more buildings are
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built and streets narrowed.

Kerry Yarkin in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 21, 2017, 10:06 PM

Jet noise relief
Our family’s quality of life Is going downhill rapidly due to the hundreds of planes over our home daily. I can’t
walk to the park, Garden, sit in my backyard, barbecue outside because of constant airplane noise. As a City,
boycott United and Southwest Airlines so they know we are taking a stand where it will actually get them to do
something. The FAA will take another 5 or more years, and may do little or nothing to equitably distribute the
noise pollution! Help!!!!!

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 10:00 PM

Jet noise relief

Jerry Chu in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

November 21, 2017, 9:55 PM

Airplane noise! The airplane noise in the past two years has gotten ridiculous, sometimes non-stop for an hour
or more as if we lived right next to a runaway! There have been a lot of discussions, protests etc but they all
seem to fall on deaf ears. Is there anything else the city can do, or FAA is keen on screwing those unlucky ones
who happen to live under the fly paths they choose? Why can the flight routes be spread out?

DANIEL TUERK in Leland Manor/ Garland (registered)

November 21, 2017, 9:52 PM

Palo Alto needs Jet Noise Relief. There are times when it sounds like we are living adjacent to an air show.

Jennifer Landesmann in Crescent Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 9:49 PM

Jet Noise Relief!

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 9:45 PM

jet noise relief

Name not shown in Barron Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 9:42 PM
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Over a hundred small cell phone towers are currently being planned for installation in residential neighborhoods
in Palo Alto. New ordinances can be created to keep cell towers out - other cities in the Bay Area have achieved
this - we can too. Please make this a priority!!

Allen Fitzpatrick in Evergreen Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 9:12 PM

Jet noise needs to be reduced over Palo Alto. Over the past 2 years it has become progressively worse.
The noise is continuous at all hours of the day.

Name not shown in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 21, 2017, 9:08 PM

Jet noise relief!
And relief from airplane noise from Palo Alto airport.

Name not shown outside Palo Alto (registered)

November 21, 2017, 9:04 PM

1.) Jet noise relief
2.) Jet noise relief
3.) Jet noise relief
The new NEXTGEN flight path brings jets overhead continually throughout the day and night at low altitudes
with speed brakes on. Our enjoyment of our home and quality of life has been severely degraded. Constant jet
noise and exhaust particulate exposures are well-documented hazards to human health. Everyday 24/7/365,
more than 300 jets and turboprop planes fly low and loud over Palo Alto on approach to and departure from
SFO, SQL, OAK and SJC. Other nearby communities suffer far lower exposure and risks to health. This is a
burden all communities must share equally.

Jeff Keller in Leland Manor/ Garland (registered)

November 21, 2017, 8:52 PM

jet noise relief

Dan Mahoney in Old Palo Alto (registered)

November 21, 2017, 8:51 PM

Jet noise relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 8:46 PM
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We need a good deal more housing, particularly housing near Caltrain stations. It’s sad to see great people,
including those who provide vital services, move away due to dramatically increasing costs.
As part of the transportation plan, bicycling and safe bicycle routes should be emphasized. I have two young
children whom I take to school in a cargo bike, cutting down on car use. If I can do it (and enjoy it), I suspect
that so can many others if they can do so safely.

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 8:43 PM

Proposed Priority: Street Safety and Parking -"Take back Palo Alto Streets!"
Palo Alto streets are beautiful PUBLIC areas yet we allow them to be crowded with parked cars causing safety
risks for people riding bicycles, impeding smooth flow of traffic and turning PUBLIC areas into PRIVATE parking
places.
Palo Alto City Council should prioritize taking back our streets with five measures:
1) Survey Palo Alto streets and reduce from 2-side to 1-side parking for streets that can not safety
accommodate two side parking & smooth 2-way traffic including bicycles.
2) Add 100 miles of bike lanes so our community can enjoy the Palo Alto street scape safely without being
squeezed between parked cars and moving traffic.
3) Provide signage and enforcement prohibiting parking from 1AM to 6AM on all Palo Alto streets without
resident permit.
4) Implement yearly street parking permit fee and cap number of parking permits issued.
5) Increase parking meters to cover entire downtown.
Palo Alto street are our PUBLIC property. We need to take them back for the public and share the value.

Susan Thomsen in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

November 21, 2017, 8:11 PM

Jet noise relief!!!

Name not shown in Greenmeadow (registered)

November 21, 2017, 7:54 PM

Please address the problem of jet noise over Palo Alto - a major decrease in quality of life.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 7:41 PM

Jet noise relief.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 7:35 PM
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Make Jet Noise Relief a priority. Second -- work with Bay Area neighbors to simply public transportation -- both
ticketing and routes, in order to make it easier for people to commute on public transportation. We should be
ashamed of how poor our public transportation is, yet all I hear is complaints about parking and traffic. It's time
to work together on new systems -- we must invest in a future that works -- not more bandaids.

Name not shown in Barron Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 7:15 PM

I live in Barron Park. The constant noise from airplanes approaching SFO is unbearable.
Relief from airplane noise should be one of the Council's topmost priorities.
We cannot be a healthy community so long as the skies above us are a threat to our health and welfare.

Name not shown in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 21, 2017, 7:13 PM

Please make JET NOISE REDUCTION a priority for 2018. Thank you.

Name not shown outside Palo Alto (registered)

November 21, 2017, 7:12 PM

Jet noise relief

Patricia Jones in Crescent Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 7:02 PM

Absolutely top priority needs to be addressing traffic congestion and gridlock in the Crescent Park/Hwy 101
area and potentially other areas. Safety is the issue here. When traffic gridlocks, as it is doing more and more
frequently, no emergency vehicles can get through to address problems such as fire, accidents, health
emergencies, etc. It recently took my neighbor an hour to drive 3 blocks during rush hour. It is only a matter of
time before there will be a real disaster.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 7:02 PM

Jet noise relief.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 6:58 PM

Top three priorities.
1. Traffic and parking relief in neighborhoods
2. Relief from congestion from large numbers of employees pouring into Palo Alto with inadequate parking and
non-auto, TIMELY access to and from Palo Alto
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3. Jet Noise Relief

Arnaud Venet in Old Palo Alto (registered)

November 21, 2017, 6:25 PM

Please make jet noise relief a priority.

Gregory Turnbull in Leland Manor/ Garland (registered)

November 21, 2017, 6:24 PM

Make jet noise relief a very high priority!

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 6:21 PM

Jet noise!!

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 6:20 PM

jet noise and traffic relief are my most pressing concerns

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 6:15 PM

Jet noise relief

Jeff Rosner in College Terrace (registered)

November 21, 2017, 6:13 PM

1. JET NOISE RELIEF
2. A REAL PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT THAT IS PROACTIVE

Name not shown in Palo Verde (registered)

November 21, 2017, 6:09 PM

I have been saying "jet noise relief" for the past 2 years, and here we are again. No improvement in sight!
Jet noise, jet noise, jet nose relief ! damn it!

judy frost in Old Palo Alto (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:59 PM

Jet noise relief...PLEASE!

Karen
Edwards in Crescent Park (registered)
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Please make jet noise a priority. Also the gridlock on university avenue.

lois shore in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:50 PM

Jet Noise Relief

Nicholas Briggs in Barron Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:49 PM

Jet noise relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 5:43 PM

jet noise relief

Name not shown in College Terrace (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:43 PM

jet noise relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 5:39 PM

Jet noise relief

Name not shown in Green Acres (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:39 PM

Jet noise relief

Sandra Ben-Efraim in Old Palo Alto (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:33 PM

jet noise relief
traffic
infrastructure

Gary Hammer in Crescent Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:33 PM

TWO:
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o Jet noise relief
o Underground-ing the train tracks (at least ditch, but very preferably, a tunnel). If we can raise money for a
tunnel (hello, 13 local billionaires, per Forbes 3/09/2016), it would be wonderful to convert the existing Alma
Street train right-of-way to a north-south park with bike and walking paths adjacent to Alma Street. Name the
park after the donors -- heck, give them statues, since this would be the most impactful gift to Palo Alto since
Leland Stanford's.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 5:30 PM

Jet Noise Relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 5:24 PM

JET NOISE AND AIR POLUTION RELIEF

Name not shown in Barron Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:23 PM

Jet noise relief

alex green in Palo Verde (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:17 PM

Jet noise reduction.

Name not shown in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:15 PM

Chronic jet noise and exhaust particulate exposures are well-documented hazards to human health. Everyday
24/7/365, more than 300 jets and turboprop planes fly low and loud over Palo Alto on approach to and
departure from SFO, SQL, OAK and SJC. Other neighboring communities suffer far, far lower exposure and
risks to health. For our children’s sake we must act!

Paul Rubinstein in Old Palo Alto (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:12 PM

Jet noise should be a priority.

Ronda Rosner in College Terrace (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:11 PM
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Please prioritize council efforts regarding jet noise relief. After two and 1/2 years, some progress has been
made, but jet noise continues to heavily infringe on sleep and outdoor activities. Since NextGen was
implemented in March 2015, altitudes of passing jets have steadily dropped, with many commercial aircraft
bound for SFO currently flying over our neighborhood below 4,000 feet of altitude and using very noisy braking
maneuvers.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 5:11 PM

Jet Noise Relief. Please. Thanks.
Andy Robin
Walnut Dr.
Palo Alto

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 5:10 PM

Jet noise relief

Name not shown in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:09 PM

Jet noise relief

Michael Fischer in Charleston Terrace (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:05 PM

How much longer do we have to wait for jet noise relief?

Bill Courington in University South (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:04 PM

1. Fiscal strength. City actions should support getting Palo Alto out of its financial hole (unfunded pension
liabilities) and keeping it out.
2. Transportation. City actions should reduce the number of cars on the street in peak hours despite growth in
residential and commercial development.

Name not shown in Research Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:03 PM

The airplane noise over our homes is incessant and needs to be addressed. It is clear that FAA will not act to
mitigate the problem. The city needs to take matters into its own hands and bring court action against the
airlines to abate the noise in our neighborhoods. It is no defense to say FAA mandates it — FAA does not
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mandate that any of those airlines fly to SFO — they are flying to SFO of their own free will and for their own
profit.

Marcia Sterling in Research Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:02 PM

- Jet noise relief
- Access and parking for Stanford Dish

Fred Krefetz in Downtown North (registered)

November 21, 2017, 5:01 PM

Jet noise relief...PLEASE!! The current relentless jet noise is absolutely intolerable and I don’t understand how
this was allowed to happen to our wonderful community. It is destroying the pride and joy I once had living in
Palo Alto. Please, please do everything possible to fix this problem as soon as possible.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 4:56 PM

Please make jet noise relief a priority

Tim Flagg in Crescent Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 4:54 PM

Jet noise relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 4:46 PM

Jet noise relief please

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 4:45 PM

Jet Noise Relief - please do everything you can to work with state, local, and federal agencies and elected
officials to reduce the impact of jet noise on our community. I can no longer sleep through the night or enjoy
time inside or outside my house without the continual noise of whining jets going overhead. We need relief!

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 4:43 PM

I would like to see what can be done about the jet traffic. The worsening air traffic has decreased our quality of
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life due to the noise and pollution.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 4:42 PM

Jet noise relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 4:40 PM

Jet noise relief

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 4:39 PM

Jet noise relief.

Name not shown in Fairmeadow (registered)

November 21, 2017, 4:31 PM

I think we need to work towards a tunnel solution for Caltrain at Meadow and Charleston and Alma.

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 4:12 PM

airplane noise
traffic: Please stop selling parking permit to commuters in residential neighborhood.
High taxes

Jo Ann Mandinach in Leland Manor/ Garland (registered)

November 21, 2017, 4:04 PM

Please start paying attention to residents' complaints about the non-stop addition of road barriers. giant Botts
dots, bollards, posts,. poles and other expensive, dangerous and irritating "road furniture" that impede through
traffic and make gridlock even worse. More than 100 residents have complained about the Ross Road barriers.
For 3 years people have complained Middlefield traffic is backing up INTO Oregon and we get no response.
Now PA's adding POLES/POSTS at Middlefield intersections at Seale, Tennyson, and now Lowell which will
back traffic into Embarcadero! WHY? This prevents cars from going around me when I'm turning into my
driveway at 1699 Middlefield. Also, the new lane striping eliminating the turn lane from Middlefield to
Embarcadero West now backs up traffic for blocks northbound! WHY? How do we get you to heed our
complaints???

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 21, 2017, 2:51 PM
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Airplane noise. It is so loud and frequent that I cannot hear in my own backyard. And nothing is actually being
done about it year after year.

Eric Seedman in Southgate (registered)

November 21, 2017, 2:25 PM

Please stop granting permits to build commercial projects that worsen an already horrendous traffic situation.
And do not reward the dishonest folks at Castilleja with permit to enlarge their facility after they have been noncompliant with the previously agreed upon enrollment guidelines. Address grade crossing issues at CalTrain,
including moving forward with soils studies to determine if undergrounding train is feasible.

Name not shown in Crescent Park (registered)

November 21, 2017, 2:18 PM

Priorities for Palo Alto 2018:
1) AIRPLANE NOISE over our homes.....unsafe and unnecessary. For years planes flew higher and over the
Bay. The change has been a disaster to quality of life for many of our residents.
2) TRAFFIC...... as long as the council continues to be pro building without INSISTING on better public
transportation options, there will be NO RELIEF!!! Already, University Avenue is practically at gridlock in the
a.m. and p.m. And all that traffic is funneling into neighborhoods.

Mike Forster in Evergreen Park (registered)

November 19, 2017, 7:57 PM

1 Housing - More, including low-cost and for the homeless. All new commercial construction should be 4
stories tall - underground parking, first story retail, second story offices or housing, third and fourth floors
housing. Existing single-story commercial building should be encouraged to rebuild to 4 stories. Housing for
the homeless is tough to do, but one of the richest cities in the world should be able to find ways for every
"resident" to have a roof over his or her head.
2 Retail - "Low-cost retail". Perhaps some of the retail space should be reserved for low-cost retail, like lowcost housing. It seems that only nail salons, bike shops, gyms, some clothing boutiques, and restaurants can
afford commercial rents on University and California Avenues. Florists, thrift shops / second hand stores,
stationery stores, toy stores, etc. are mostly closing.
3 Transportation - Expand shuttle program to touch more neighborhoods, be more frequent, and make crosstown travel easier for all of our residents and workday visitors, especially including our senior population.
Perhaps add parking structures along 101 and 280 at Page Mill, with shuttles to work centers, to reduce the
traffic and parking issues in the city.
4 Fiscal Responsibility - Make sure the City of Palo Alto is on a firm financial footing for the next, say, 50 years,
including pension liabilities.

Suzanne Keehn in Barron Park (registered)

November 19, 2017, 4:41 PM
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Building office buildings should cease, until the congestion problems are solved, if even possible. From Los
Robles last week, to turn R to get to a train meeting it was a zoo, I waited for 3 lights till I could turn and get into
the L hand turn lane for Charleston, going to Middlefield and the Library. Complete grid lock.
My colleague, another evening, leaving EPA going West had no problems but for the folks leaving MP to I01 it
was total gridlock, moving a few inches at a time. the whole way.
Thinking all this will be resolved in some 'imaginative' way, trains, bikes, etc. Going from here across the Bay or
to 101, going East there is no solution.
We need to be aware of our environment and how the building that is planned by P.A. and Stanford has not
been accounted for, as it says in our Comp Plan's EIR and that of Stanford. At some time we will 'get' that
everyone cannot work and/or live in the same area.
Issues Pollution, air quality, noise, trucks etc. In Europe they do not tear down and rebuild, they refurbish and
modernize the interiors.
If we were not on a narrow Peninsula, and had had the foresight to build underground trains, like London,
Barcelona etc. it might have been possible.
Being on the S.F. Peninsula means for livability, congestion, our environment we cannot keep repeating and
continue with the same mind set that got us here

Name not shown in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 18, 2017, 7:58 PM

Now that property taxes and mortgage interest cannot be deducted, how will the city ease the tax burden on
residents?

Name not shown in Palo Verde (registered)

November 16, 2017, 12:04 PM

Focus on transit, HSR, CALTRAIN, and shuttles for the arteries. We need to be creative and forward thinking.
Parking strategies and relaning are just delaying the hard work.

Jeff Hoel in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 14, 2017, 4:39 PM

Please make Fiber to the Premises (FTTP) a priority for 2018. The City needs to be in control its
telecommunications future, and the best way to do that is to implement citywide municipal FTTP. We need
access not only to symmetric gigabit-per-second speeds today but also to exponentially increasing speeds over
the years ahead, and fiber is the only medium that can support these requirements for the next several
decades. We want features like privacy and net neutrality, and the Trump administration's FCC has taught us
that we'd be fools to hope that the federal government can be counted on to require that all Internet service
providers deliver them.
If we want economic development, let's try supporting it by providing access to world-class broadband, even for
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home businesses. If we want to cut down on automobile traffic, let's try making telecommuting possible for
more people.
In 2013 and 2014, Council made "Technology and the Connected City" (including both FTTP and, regrettably,
wireless) a priority. But Council was then distracted into "chasing the Google 'unicorn.'" Let's not make that
mistake again. In 2015, Council considered making FTTP (and not wireless) a priority, but City Manager Keene
argued that it wouldn't make any difference to staff whether it was a priority or not; so Council chose not to
make it a priority. Let's not make that mistake again either.

Stephen Rosenblum in Old Palo Alto (registered)

November 13, 2017, 4:01 PM

The Council should make it a priority to reduce emissions of global warming gasses from stationary and mobile
sources to zero by 2050. Include transportation demand management, rail grade separation, and limiting any
addition of downtown office space.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 13, 2017, 2:50 PM

Take another look at the road diets around town. Middlefield between Menlo Park and University could have
been solved with a less draconian trial. The Transportation department needs to start small and work it's way
up in increments until they come to a workable solution. They use a baseball bat when a fly swatter would work.
Other road diets are just as bad. I also think that the RPPP's should be abolished.

Joel Davidson in Barron Park (registered)

November 13, 2017, 2:25 PM

Low cost housing
Rent control: We are forcing middle and lower class tenants out of our city. Shameful.
Traffic is an increasing mess. What took me 5 years ago to go from Barron Park to Downtown or Stanford just
5-7 minutes; now takes me 15 minutes. And that's not just at commute hours.
I do not understand why Palo Alto City Council would forgo the tax benefits for Marijuana. This should be
revisited.

Name not shown in Downtown North (registered)

November 13, 2017, 9:48 AM

Palo Alto needs to come up with a comprehensive solution to the lack of housing at decent prices for the large
number of young and professional people. These are the people who will enrich our community, raise a family,
and represent our future. No small solutions. Big solutions such as using a good chunk of Palo Alto’s land which
is “open space” to enable higher density housing such as townhouses. There is no point in keeping more than
half of such land as open space, when the housing need is so great.
Do we want to end up being a sleepy town of old people, because we are pushing everyone else away to other
cities due to our astronomical housing cost??? Or do we want a future?

Maryanne Welton in Barron Park (registered)

November 13, 2017, 9:18 AM
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1. Jet noise - it has completely destroyed the quality of life for people who live under the NextGen flightpath. I
am no longer able to sleep through the night or enjoy life inside or outside because of the constant stream of
jets whining overhead every 2 to 3 minutes.
2. Underground the railroad tracks - this bottleneck and potential danger will never end unless the city council
makes it a priority to find funding.
3. Affordable housing - more affordable housing for families and seniors is desperately needed. Don't let
NIMBYs sabotage affordable housing projects.

William Brew in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

November 12, 2017, 9:16 AM

The "priorities" you listed are so vague, they are meaningless.
My top three priorities.
1. Airplane noise.
2. Airplane noise.
3. Airplane noise.

Name not shown in Palo Verde (registered)

November 12, 2017, 9:06 AM

Number 1 Priority: Consider the Budget and seriously consider the effect of spending measures on our long
term ability to pay debts. Several statements already filed by others mention the budget as an issue. We need
to maintain our city well, however, there does also need to be fiscal responsibility. Set 1 Goal that will have a
positive long-term effect for Palo Alto's Fiscal State - for example, require a Special Report on the Budget from
the City Manager with 3 recommendations for long term actions that will positively affect the City's fiscal
position over the next 5 years.
Number 2: Infrastructure should remain a priority.
Number 3: Addressing the housing issues, including transients, should remain a priority. We need to maintain
a standard for our community and advertise the ways in which we also help.
I don't think it is appropriate for the Council to be so opposed to change and modernization as it has been.
Find a way to embrace change and maintain a community that values family, community, hard work, learning,
diversity, and innovation - all values Palo Alto has been known for in recent years.

Name not shown in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 11, 2017, 1:18 PM

Code Enforcement. Do something about the RVs parked all over the city, residences with inoperable
automobiles in the front yard or parked for weeks without moving, residences with 2 foot high weeds in the front
yard, gas leaf blowers. We pay a lot to live here. It should not look like skid row.
Stop commercial development, which generates too much traffic.
Work with regional governments to reduce aircraft noise.
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Continue fixing the unfunded liabilities issue.

Name not shown in Downtown North (registered)

November 10, 2017, 11:21 PM

#1 - Environmental sustainability - stop all growth that will add people and their cars, trash, energy and water
requirements and pollution to the city. Produce a detailed plan to change zoning to decrease office areas to
reduce the daytime population and add open space to the city. Plan to support the current population with no
growth but providing a good quality of life for residents and the environment.
#2 - Make the entire Fry's site a park, playing field, community pool and meeting area - like the Lucie Stern and
Rinconada Park area. We are more that 40 acres behind in what is called for in the current comprehensive plan
in park space for the city. Time to do something for residents.
#3 - Plan to fully fund the past unfunded pension liability and make city employees pay the full cost of their own
pensions moving forward since we will need Palo Alto money to pay for the past unfunded pensions.

Name not shown in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 10, 2017, 10:51 PM

Quality of life in Palo Alto has declined so precipitously in recent years it is hard to know where to start. Here's
my list.
1. Jet noise, jet noise, jet noise. Nextgen jet noise over my home is unbearable.
2. More noise: traffic noise with Waze making my street a main artery with cut through traffic, home
construction noise, etc.
3. Density, congestion, traffic. Too many people. It's very ironic to me that people are willing to pay so much
to live here because Palo Alto has gone from pleasant suburb with a nice downtown to an increasingly
urbanized mess with ridiculous traffic and loads of petty crime and a police department that doesn't enforce our
laws.

Pamela Diken in Barron Park (unverified)

November 10, 2017, 10:44 PM

Please distribute the subsidized housing throughout Palo Alto not just in the south. If you want to save money
stop sending the street sweepers in Barron Park until you put sidewalks in BP
With that said please put sidewalks in Barron Park. It is unsafe walking on the street. :-(

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 10, 2017, 9:00 PM

(1) Please do as much as possible to lessen the incessant airplane noise from SFO, SJC, and Palo Alto
airports.
(2) Ross Rd. bike boulevard appears to be a disaster in the making.
(3) Please provide increased enforcement of gas leaf blower ban.
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(4) Please limit wood-burning fireplace use as much as possible
Thank you for your service!

Name not shown (unverified)

November 10, 2017, 6:41 PM

Please keep cell towers out of residential neighborhoods!

Jamie Beckett in Evergreen Park (registered)

November 10, 2017, 5:17 PM

I used to love Palo Alto, but in recent years, congestion of both traffic and people is degrading our quality of life.
Despite the so-called cap on commercial development, the city continues to add office space without taking any
measures to reduce traffic. Within a quarter-mile of where I live on Park Blvd., at least 130k of new office space
is planned, already complete, or under construction. Yet nothing is being done to alleviate traffic that is a
consequence of all the added space.
Traffic is backed up both to Page Mill/Oregon Expressway and on the two highways. I thought Palo Alto believed
in pedestrian- and bike-friendly neighborhoods but once-peaceful Park Blvd. -- with cars now speeding to the
Oregon Expressway or Page Mill Road -- is anything but. It's dangerous to ride a bike and even more
dangerous cross a street with no speed limit signs, no stop signs and virtually nothing to calm traffic.
Park Blvd. is just one example. Page Mill, El Camino, Oregon Expressway, Alma/Central Expressway are
impassible during rush hour.
The council continues to believe that if you build an office near Caltrain, people won't drive to work. That is a
fantasy. The council conveniently forgets that many people have family responsibilities that preclude taking
public transit. People with kids to pick up, activities planned after work or irregular schedules have no choice but
to drive. And it's not like the Bay Area is so well-served by public transit that anyone, anywhere can hop on a
bus or train. Driving is the only option for many.
The city must stop building office buildings, and when it adds housing, account for and manage the traffic new
developments generate.

Geri Spieler in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 10, 2017, 3:35 PM

Palo Alto is truly a wonderful place to live. And, because of that, we have a growing population. In spite of the
high cost of housing, there is a lot of new construction and remodeling, which adds up to difficult traffic
congestion. It has gotten increasingly worse just in the past year. I'm amazed that it can take 30 minutes to
drive from Midtown to Downtown. It just doesn't make sense, but there it is. Traffic contribute to a decrease in
quality of living and the environment.
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I would like to see a significant effort in creating viable public transportation that reaches the entire community.
If I could count on a convenient way to get back and forth timely, I'd use it. Also, we desperately need jet noise
relief, please.

elizabeth Duncan in Downtown North (registered)

November 10, 2017, 3:10 PM

California is the most progressive state in the USA. Palo Alto, in the midst of Silicon Valley, is a leader of this
State. Yet we are known for our support of the death penalty despite previous efforts to bring the subject before
the City Council. "Once more unto the breech dear friends"... let us come out loud and clear supporting
abolition of this barbaric, ineffective and expensive habit in our beautiful state. SO I URGE YOU TO PASS A
RESOLUTION SUPPORTING TOTAL ABOLITION OF THE DEATH PENALTY.

Patrick Barrett in Duveneck/ St Francis (registered)

November 10, 2017, 2:22 PM

The City and its residents and businesses would benefit from more consistency within and between
departments of the City government. When a building is being modified or replaced, too often a ruling made by
one employee and relied on by the building owner is later overruled by another employee, resulting in extra
costs and delays.
The City also needs to continue the process of updating infrastructure.

Name not shown in Old Palo Alto (registered)

November 10, 2017, 1:28 PM

To improve the quality of life for residence of Palo Alto, new homes and major remodels of homes should be
limited to weekdays only and the hours should be restricted to 9am to 5pm.

Name not shown in Old Palo Alto (registered)

November 10, 2017, 1:22 PM

The most important issue facing Palo Alto is traffic congestion. There is too little infrastructure for the number of
people who want to use our roads and limited parking. Any new construction, whether commercial or
residential, will exacerbate this problem.

Sharon Dickson in University South (registered)

November 10, 2017, 12:58 PM

Infrastructure: safer streets downtown--no thruways on Homer and Channing as these streets have become
increasingly residential over the past 20-30 years.
Streetlights that light the SIDEWALKS at night so pedestrians can travel safely. Street drainage that actually
works when it rains.
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Fewer empty storefronts downtown and a cleaner University Avenue. The sidewalks are disgusting.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 10, 2017, 12:43 PM

Address Rail crossings for future electrification and increased ridership on CalTrain. Preferably to move the train
up or down, rather than the roadways.

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 10, 2017, 12:27 PM

Council: Be strong in negations with Stanford! The size of their new proposed development is too lange.
Traffic with the large hospital is chocking Palo Alto roads and neighborhoods

Name not available (unclaimed)

November 10, 2017, 12:23 PM

ERequire all new buildings to be fully parked. For all aoartments assume 2 cars/ apartment.
Paint in as many parking places as possible. There are hundreds of possibilities.
Eliminate all 4 way stop signs.
Synchronize all lights on Rl Camino, Embarcadero, Oregon /Page Mill, etc.

Joe Baldwin in University South (registered)

November 10, 2017, 12:14 PM

Unlike the United States, the government of Palo Alto cannot create money, i.e., issue Treasury notes, bills, and
bonds, and print $100 bills.
Our city's #1 problem, by a wide margin over a host of other serious ones, is long-term fiscal irresponsibility.
City Council's #1 priority should be addressing our hundreds of millions of dollars in unfunded liabilities.
It is long past time to stop kicking that gigantic can down the road.

Shannon McEntee in Evergreen Park (registered)

November 10, 2017, 12:11 PM

We need Jet Noise Relief! And -- Increasing traffic impacts more than parking and travel time. It creates air and
noise pollution. Others have covered these issues above. I’d like to concentrate on how Palo Alto’s streets
have become alarmingly dangerous. Drivers are speeding and cutting through residential areas and failing to
stop at stop signs. Pedestrians, including children and elders, put their lives at risk to walk to school, to their
clinic, the grocery store or to one of our parks. We have to change this wanton disregard for safety and the rule
of law!
Our traffic woes are related to our lack of effective public transportation. Palo Alto should prioritize working with
Bay Area transportation officials to address these problems. An example: It is ludicrous that we cannot take a
bus or a simple train ride to the airport. The simple and cheap bus that afforded transportation to all three SFO
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terminals was suddenly dropped about three years ago! Getting there now by train involves a ridiculous and
confusing transition to BART, let alone the air train in the airport. It’s all well and good to say that you want
more housing at transportation hubs — but we must invest in frequent and efficient transportation options in
order for people to use those hubs and get out of their cars. Please make improved public transportation a
2018 priority.

Name not shown in College Terrace (registered)

November 10, 2017, 11:33 AM

Reduce noice and air pollution from low flying aircraft. Demand that the altitudes of jets flying over Palo Alto be
raised. I am constantly hearing planes over my house at all times of the day and night. I can't sleep well
because planes wake me up every night. The quality of life in Palo Alto has been negatively affected by low
flying planes, both jets and smaller aircraft. Air quality is also affected by low flying aircraft.
Create laws that work to reduce air pollution. 35% of the lung cancer cases at Stanford Hospital are nonsmoking related. Air pollution is one cause. Figure out how to enforce the gas blower ban. Enact a law that
prohibits idling cars except when waiting at a traffic light. Create incentives for people to carpool, etc.
Create more affordable housing.
Create solutions to increased traffic.

maurice druzin in Crescent Park (registered)

November 10, 2017, 11:11 AM

It is almost 20 years since San Francisquito Creek overflowed and flooded so many homes, including ours.
Those of us who were affected live in fear every winter. This could happen again!
It is amazing that after all this time, the process of flood control is barely under way , and seems to be
proceeding at a very slow pace.The 101 work is in its second year and continues, and upstream mitigation is
only being discussed now.
This should be a priority, and the timelines need to be accelerated. The Joint Powers authority seems to be
unaware of how stressful this situation is for so many homeowners.
The other priority needs to be the issue of parking, especially in our Crescent Park neighborhood,and the
related horrendous traffic through our area.
I would also like to voice my strong objection to a Dog Park at Eleanor Pardee, which is already heavily utilised
with the park, sportsfield, picnic area and community garden.
Those of us who live in the vicinity are constantly subjected to traffic, noise and unsanitary disposal of animal
and human waste , and we do not need to further exacerbate these problems.
If you add in the noise and disruption of the SFO air traffic, our wonderful neighborhood and quality of life is
deteriorating.
These issues need serious attention from our City staff and elected officials

Name not shown in Green Acres (registered)

November 10, 2017, 11:05 AM

More than anything I would like to have the AIRPLANE NOISE ELIMINATED! Please help do this.

Neilson Buchanan in Downtown North (registered)

November 10, 2017, 10:57 AM
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1. Proactive management of spillover traffic onto residential streets.. identify streets at risk, regularly monitor
traffic levels. Make data available online
2 City staffing/budgets must match growing pressures from office growth, traffic, safety lapses and lost
productivity. Adopt metrics for key risk areas.
3.Finance: Unfunded liabilities and new debt, ie dont over-leverage TOT. Move to pay as we go. No new debt
over 20 year term. Scarce city funds should not pay for business property owner responsibilities. Prime
example: the new Univ Ave garage. Redirect city funding for this garage to pay down of pension liabilities.
Adopt Stanford University compensation policies for all city employees. This would create modernized,
competitive compensation policies. Benchmarking city compensation to local cities is a race to mediocrity.

Andy Poggio in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 10, 2017, 10:42 AM

I urge the council to make Fiber to the Premises (FTTP) a priority for 2018. Palo Alto has a unique opportunity
to offer its current and future residents and businesses (especially startups) extraordinary internet services
(with symmetric, gigabit speeds) at reasonable prices. The incumbents (ATT and Comcast) have let us down
for decades; the newcomer (Google) has recently let us down as well. The lesson here is that we must do it
ourselves.
San Francisco is outpacing Palo Alto for new startups. Palo Alto can’t create another North Beach or SOMA,
but we can build FTTP. And the internet is a fundamental utility, much like electricity, used every day by nearly
the entire community. For example, we use the internet much more than our libraries — but the city spends
much more on the libraries.
A large concern is paying for FTTP. Palo Alto is uniquely positioned to cover FTTP costs. We have multiple
funding sources:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fiber utility fund, currently over $20M.
Revenue bonds covered by future fiber utility income.
Onetime payments by new FTTP subscribers.
FTTP monthly subscription fees.

In total, these can cover the costs of FTTP.

Karen Price in College Terrace (registered)

November 10, 2017, 10:25 AM

Please make keeping older "Class C" professional office buildings a priority. Too many have been torn down
already. These buildings are mainly rented by self employed professionals such as psychotherapists, Rolfers,
family lawyers, accountants, insurance brokers, etc. When the buildings are gone we lose all these people that
contribute so much to our community. We do NOT need more big shiny new buildings inhabited by tech
companies that come and go and contribute nothing to the livability or stability of our community. Once these
buildings and people are gone they do not come back. Thank you.

Name not shown in Midtown/ Midtown West (registered)

November 10, 2017, 10:22 AM
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Palo Alto is under pressure to add housing. With additional housing, our traffic becomes worse and it is more
dangerous as people try to avoid clogged arterials.
I suggest solving the problem of roads and housing simultaneously with a low- or no-cost solution. For large
arterials throughout the city, we can bury the roads. Housing, owned by the city, can then be built on top of the
buried roads and rented out to pay for the expense of underground roads. Roads like Alma, Oregon
Expressway, and parts of Middlefield are large enough that we can gain enough housing to offset the cost of
making them tunnels. It should also improve traffic at intersections because these roads would no longer cross
any other road.
Because the housing would be owned by the city, we can offer subsidized housing for our city workers,
including teacher, police officers, and fire fighters.
I suggest that we will have few NIMBY problems for these roads that are already arterials because I think
people would rather have a home near them than a loud and more dangerous road.

Dan Bloomberg in Barron Park (registered)

November 10, 2017, 10:17 AM

Highest priority: budget. Get out of the SEIU pension hole that we've been digging for the past 15+ years. It's
not sustainable and is already preventing us from doing necessary maintenance and desirable projects. We
must proceed immediately to buy our way out of CalPERs, and put all city employees on a 401K plan to which
the city matches 50%. Work with other cities in California, so that if SEIU challenges with lawsuits, we will have
many cities and counties fighting with us.
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Ng, Judy
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jennifer Landesmann <jlandesmann@gmail.com>
Monday, December 04, 2017 4:48 PM
Representative Anna G. Eshoo
Supervisor.Simitian@bos.sccgov.org; Council, City; Karen.Chapman@mail.house.gov
Response to Representative Eshoo's communication on Flight Path Changes and
Aircraft Noise

Dear Representative Eshoo,
Thank you for your leadership to address jet noise with the FAA, and the important work of helping get relief
for impacted people.
The following is to alert problems with the follow up to the Select Committee, which I hope that you and FAA
can please resolve.
In your communication last week, here below, it is stated that the Select Committee (over the course
of six months) reviewed "FAA proposals;" however, the Select committee did not review FAA
proposals but rather the committee reviewed " dozens of specific recommendations submitted by
the three members’ constituencies" as explained in the FAA's Initiative (top of page 2).
The Select Committee voted unanimously to support nearly all community ideas, except for the proposal
to reconstitute the Big Sur ground track which was not a unanimous vote, and met the consensus threshold,
only after criteria and assurances were added to this item. Select Committee members understood early on that
noise cannot not be reduced on the Big Sur track if altitudes are also not also reconstituted, or if various
issues related to congested airspace remain unresolved. It's like trying to fit a square peg in a round hole to
reduce noise with planes flying low in a congested area. The FAA has since responded that the criteria and
assurances requested by the Select Committee cannot be met for the Big Sur track. Work is thus still needed
to address this problem.
Given the inability to significantly reduce noise with a Big Sur reconstitution proposal (and actually may
increase noise for many), it was surprising to hear that Representative Jimmy Panetta and Santa Cruz
Supervisor John Leopold announced on Saturday in Santa Cruz, that FAA Western Regional Director Dennis
Roberts plans to proceed with implementation of a Big Sur ground track design, with an August 2018 date,
dispensing with environmental review.
I can only hope this is a mis communication. The lessons from by-passing NEPA laws are costing many
Palo Alto families dearly, with livability, productivity. and health impacts from jet noise which should have
been averted a long time ago and certainly in planning for Nextgen. Environmental reviews may seem like
bureaucratic exercises but they are important because, they offer the public a chance to address mitigations
and alternatives to proposed actions.
The Select Committee was not a replacement for environmental review. And at no point were communities
asked to forego that right. As a matter of fact, at every step of the process, FAA assured environmental reviews
in testimony and in writing. Reviews certainly are part of "Design procedures" under FAA Order 7100.41A,
PBN processing - step 2 of 5 stages.
IFP Gateway PAGE 10 - FAA Initiative:
1

o "Design Activities: This includes the creation of a working group in order to design a
procedures/route that meets the project goals and objectives. An environmental review is included
in this stage."
The Select Committee accomplished many things (three highlights below), but none replace an environmental
review of specific actions being considered.
1) The Select Committee (SC) developed Underlying Principles, and responded to the FAA's "ask" for
community Design Criteria.
2) SC heard public testimony from affected residents in three counties.
3) SC Voted on a set of community recommendations, with FAA acting as Technical Support. FAA guided the
committee as to what could be asked and considered (or not) at the time these recommendations were
developed.
The work done by the Select Committee deserves to be followed up now with a hard look at impacts of
proposed design changes and a real environmental review. FAA has state of the art tools which were not used
during the Select Committee but are very accessible and should be employed soon.
Lastly, in the recent FAA response Appendix D page 106 it was confirmed that what has been frequently
referred to as a safety issue - to lower altitudes in the Menlo vicinity - goes hand in hand with capacity plans
and these were established in the design phase.
SFO had insisted in 2014 that nothing had changed except for changes due to the Asiana accident. FOIA
analysis obtained thanks to your office in 2015 said otherwise, and a Historical Noise Assessment shows that
Palo Alto has been experiencing changes which rise to the FAA's own threshold for significant impact. The
cursory Environmental Analysis in 2014 (which did not reveal the planned altitudes or throughput plans for the
Menlo vicinity) was misleading and deprived the public of key information which FAA now confirms was
known early on in the design phase.
Please do not allow for environmental reviews to be by-passed. Moreover, on May 6, 2016, at the Select
Committee's organizing meeting you committed (as did the FAA) to provide data and analysis of any proposals.
I urge you to please make this a priority, to have proper look at impacts for all proposed designs, before they
get baked.
With much appreciation for you and your staff's dedication, and Best wishes,

Jennifer Landesmann

copy:
Supervisor Joe Simitian
Palo Alto City Council
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On Mon, Nov 27, 2017 at 6:08 PM, Representative Anna G. Eshoo <CA18AEima@mail.house.gov> wrote:
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November 27, 2017

Dear Mrs. Landesmann,
Because you have previously contacted me regarding flight path changes and an increase in aircraft noise affecting you
and your community, I want to provide you with an update on this issue.
On November 16, 2017, I joined with Congresswoman Jackie Speier (CA-14) and Congressman Jimmy Panetta (CA-20)
to release the updated version of the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) response to the report and
recommendations of the committee on South Bay arrivals. As you may know, myself, Congresswoman Speier, and former
Congressman Sam Farr (CA-20) formed a committee in 2016 comprised of 12 local elected officials from our three
congressional districts, all impacted by aircraft noise. Over the course of six months, the committee held nearly two dozen
meetings to review FAA proposals, receive community input, and develop recommendations for regional solutions to this
problem. In November of last year, the committee approved its final report which includes short- and long-term
recommendations to the FAA to address aircraft noise in our region.
The updated response of the FAA can be viewed on my website here. My colleagues and I share the frustration of our
constituents with regard to how long this evaluation by the FAA has taken to produce. However, I’m reassured by the
FAA’s statement in the Executive Summary on Page 2 which states, “This report does not represent the end of our
work. The FAA continues to commit to work collaboratively with communities and local Members of Congress to
address a wide range of noise concerns.” As representatives of the various affected communities throughout the region,
we will continue to work together to ensure that the timelines outlined in the report are maintained by the FAA.”
While the committee concluded its work at the end of last year, the SFO Airport/Community Roundtable will continue its
work for aircraft noise mitigation on behalf of the residents of San Francisco and San Mateo Counties. Rep. Panetta and I
who represent parts of Santa Clara and Santa Cruz Counties have followed up on the committee’s recommendation for a
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permanent venue in the South Bay to address aircraft noise concerns for the currently unrepresented cities in our
Congressional Districts. A copy of my letter co-authored with Rep. Ro Khanna (CA-17) can be viewed here and a
response from the Cities Association can be found here.
I will continue to push the FAA to implement short-term and long-term solutions to address this issue on a region-wide
basis. I will also continue to work with my colleagues in the Congressional Quiet Skies Caucus to pursue legislative
efforts to hold FAA, airlines, and airports accountable to reduce aircraft noise and encourage the industry to adopt new
technologies that will reduce noise.
As always, constituents can report any excessive aircraft noise complaints to the SFO and SJC Noise Abatement Offices.
This ensures that your report is part of the official record. You can reach the SFO Noise Abatement Office at (650) 8214736 or via email at sfo.noise@flysfo.com. You can file a complaint with the SJC Noise Abatement Office
at http://www.flysanjose.com/fl/environmental.php?page=noise&subtitle=Noise+Abatement.
If you have any questions or comments, let me hear from you. I value what my constituents say to me, and I always need
your thoughts and benefit from your ideas.
Most gratefully,
Right-click here to download pictures. To help p ro tect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Anna G. Eshoo
Member of Congress
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Ng, Judy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Guislin <jguislin@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 06, 2017 2:28 PM
Council, City; Keene, James
Fwd: Urgent need for dialogue with Menlo Park Leaders

Council Members:
The article in the Almanac referenced below only reinforces what I sent you a few weeks back about your 2018
priorities.
Traffic is becoming a pervasive and overwhelming problem that has neighborhoods up in arms and assigning
blame. Here are the suggestions I sent earlier for your 2018 priorities:

#1 issue – TRAFFIC
- Make safety the #1 priority when looking at any roadway changes
- Make impact on residential quality of life the #2 priority
- Challenge development-generated EIRs that show no impact on traffic congestion
- Collect more data on congestion, speed, accidents, parking demand, etc.
- Set quality standards to evaluate the data collected and evaluate corrective actions

#2 issue - BUDGET

#3 issue - INFRASTRUCTURE

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: John Guislin <jguislin@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 6, 2017 at 12:40 PM
Subject: Urgent need for dialogue with Menlo Park Leaders
To: "city.council@cityofpaloalto.org" <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>, "Mello, Joshuah"
<Joshuah.Mello@cityofpaloalto.org>, "Keene, James" <james.keene@cityofpaloalto.org>
Cc: "Norman H. Beamer" <nhbeamer@yahoo.com>, Neilson Buchanan <cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com>, Gennady
Sheyner <gsheyner@paweekly.com>
1

Menlo Park council OKs 'traffic calming'
measures in Willows
Discussion reveals tensions with Palo Alto, fear of new interchange's long-term
impact
The Blame Game is reaching new levels of discord. Look at this article in The Almanac and the
comments from Menlo Park's Council Members.
We urgently need Mayor Scharff to open a dialogue with Menlo Park and involve Palo Alto residents so
he understands all the facts.
In my opinion, traffic has become the #1 issue on the peninsula and will remain so for
the foreseeable future.
Please let us all know how and when you engage with Menlo Park.
John

"During the council's discussion, there was a frank acknowledgment among several
council members that much of the traffic on Willow Road is coming from Palo Alto.
"I think we're carrying an unnecessary burden of Palo Alto's traffic," Councilman Rich
Cline said. "I do think (a) discussion with our neighbors needs to become more serious."
When he was mayor in years past, he said, he had tried talking to Palo Alto officials
about traffic problems. "They laugh. They say 'Good luck with that,'" he said."

"He suggested the possibility of cutting off access to Willow Road from Palo Alto, at least
temporarily, "until they sober up." "Nothing's going to stop until we work together on it,"
he said.

"Regarding the Willows area congestion, she suggested the city install a stop sign at the
intersection of Middlefield Road and Woodland Avenue. That way, she said, when traffic
invariably backs up, it will be a Palo Alto problem.

"Councilman Ray Mueller pointed to yet another place where Palo Alto's traffic problems
leak into Menlo Park: near each of the foot bridges. He said that Palo Alto's downtown
parking program "does not work," and that employees in downtown Palo Alto park their
cars on the Menlo Park side of the pedestrian bridges and walk downtown from there.
2

Full article
https://www.almanacnews.com/news/2017/12/06/menlo-park-council-oks-traffic-calming-measures-in-willows
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Ng, Judy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Neilson Buchanan <cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com>
Monday, December 11, 2017 4:47 PM
Council, City
Council Priority Setting Process

Unfortunately my family priorities shifted today and I cannot attend tomorrow's meeting of the Policy and
Services Committee.
If I were able to attend, I would suggest in strongest possible terms that Council and Policy/Services Committee
devote significant time and attention to the most recent National Citizens Survey conducted in
September/October 2017.
This survey coupled with the last 4 annual surveys provides objective, quantified data for Council priority
setting. This information is not flowing into public consciousness so that citizens and Council are informed and
involved with priority setting. Year-end holidays hinder data-driven priority setting.

In past years there has been reluctance to release of the survey data until internal review and comparisons with
other cities are completed. Palo Alto resides in the center of Silicon Valley's culture of open and rapid
information culture. There is no compelling rationale to restrain survey results.
Open City Hall is commendable but its limitations can become a distraction.*
Time-series citizen survey results must thoroughly reviewed by citizens and Council in our annual priority
setting process. I urge this City Council to take full advantage of the Fall 2017 Citizen Survey.
Thank you.
*Open City Hall is not a certified voting system or ballot box. As with any public comment process,
participation in Open City Hall is voluntary. The statements in this record are not necessarily representative of
the whole population, nor do they reflect the opinions of any government agency or elected officials.
Neilson Buchanan
155 Bryant Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
650 329-0484
650 537-9611 cell
cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com
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Ng, Judy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sean Hee <seanhee@gmail.com>
Monday, January 01, 2018 1:39 PM
Council, City
Family Concern Regarding Rail Grade Separation (1525 Alma Street)

Dear Palo Alto City Council,
There is growing concern within my local community, the North Old Palo Alto (NOPA) Community,
regarding the imminent rail grade-separation project under review by the City. We are very
supportive of the coming rail electrification and modernization initiatives, but we are concerned about
the financial, community, environmental and safety implications of a subset of the grade separation
options currently under consideration, specifically at Churchill Avenue.
Our community members have become very actively involved in the City’s Connecting Palo Alto
initiative, have attended several meetings with City staff, have read all the various research by the
consultants on the project, and have started to hold local community meetings to become activated
on these issues. We believe that there are some critically important elements missing from the
current process and analyses that should be part of the City’s core guiding principles in considering
these various grade separation proposals.
Specifically, the NOPA Community members believe that the following principles are not yet
adequately being factored into the City’s process or research and should be prioritized:
(1) Complete Financial Impact, including the multi-hundred million dollar cost of Eminent Domain that
would be required in some proposals;
(2) Community Impact given that some options would eliminate dozens of families’ homes and
destroy entire neighborhoods;
(3) Leverage of Existing Infrastructure given that some options are being considered in isolation
despite massive existing adjacent investments; and,
(4) Safety Impact given that any proposals should address known safety concerns of our pedestrians
and bicycling student/children.
In order to properly communicate our concerns, we ask you to:
(a) Please read our Community Letter to Palo Alto City Council
(http://www.northoldpaloalto.org/community_letter_to_city_council), which lays out our concerns
and proposals that we believe will provide for East-West traffic flows and pedestrian safety in the
most cost-effective, community-sensitive way for the community at large.
(b) Please meet with us to discuss our concerns and issues face-to-face. We would be happy to
come to City Hall or welcome you to our home(s). Please let us know what is optimal for you.
1

Please let us know when a meeting would be convenient for you. Many thanks in advance for your
consideration.
Regards,
Sean Hee
Lena Hee
Aston Hee (6yrs old)
Lanalyn Hee (4yrs old)
1525 Alma Street
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Ng, Judy
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Neilson Buchanan <cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com>
Thursday, January 04, 2018 10:09 PM
Council, City
Planning Commission
San Francisco Peninsula Residents Newsletter

Dear Councilpersons and Commissioners,
We welcome your response to our concerns expressed in the newsletter below. As we view the Peninsula
landscape, our concern grows as each city creates new housing and job challenges to fragile transportation
systems.
The recent Federal tax reforms now cloud voter acceptance for regional bond and sales tax funding. We urge
Palo Alto City Council to factor the new tax law impact as you set priorities and budgets for the coming year.
Additionally we are urging each city council to tally up the costs, timelines and financing viability for the
region's mega-transportation projects. We hope that your transportation assessment can be completed by mid2018.
Thank you.

Neilson Buchanan
John Guislin
Palo Alto, CA 94301
650 329-0484
650 537-9611 cell
cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com

----- Forwarded Message ----From: SFPNA - San Francisco Peninsula Neighborhood Association <cnsbuchanan+yahoo.com@ccsend.com>
To: "cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com" <cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 2, 2018, 8:30:59 AM PST
Subject: The latest news for you
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THIS WEEK ON THE SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA
News that Impacts Your Quality of Life

Quality for neighborhoods and work itself have been
hallmarks of California's success. All of the Peninsula's
communities are experiencing the benefits and pains of
sustained growth. Articles selected for this newsletter reflect
the editors' concern for quality of life in each town and city.

To Subscribe Click Here
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Traffic Apocalypse 2018
"A traffic calamity of epic proportions is brewing in
what was once a relatively innocuous intersection in
San Mateo. And it’s aiming to come to dire fruition in
the guise of what is called “transit-oriented
development, or TOD.”
SanJoseMercuryNews
Ed. Comment: San Mateo is not an isolated

situation. Traffic congestion is an unacceptable
symptom felt in every town and city. The politics
for traffic solutions has become so desperate that
critical thinking is being cast aside by elected officials
and their city planning staff. Many assumptions
about traffic mitigation cannot be validated. Some
are just wishful thinking. Billions of dollars for overlapping regional transportation projects are being
stuffed into political pork barrels. Funding sources
for the mega-projects are simply aspirational.

SF Peninsula Residents Association
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Editors' Pledge for 2018
During the upcoming year this newsletter will highlight efforts to improve traffic flow and
safety. We will also shine a spotlight on projects that continue to degrade our quality of
life.
o How long is the commute to work?
o How long are peak commute hours?
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o Which cities manage spillover traffic onto residential streets?
o Which cities actually measure and manage traffic inside their borders?
We will also focus on the rationale behind the region’s multi-billion dollar megatransportation projects.
o
o
o
o

Are the timelines and funding sources realistic?
How much political pork is buried inside the mega-projects’ billions of dollars?
Is political pork making traffic worse instead of better?
Where is the good news about traffic mitigation?

Mayors in Peninsula communities will soon be making their “Annual State of the City”
speeches. Let’s see if Mayors focus on rhetoric or solutions. Residents must ask the
difficult questions, hold officials accountable, and remain focused on the key issues
impacting our quality of life. City Councils, not Mayors, must ask their planning
departments for predictive traffic analysis or face the political consequences for their
failed stewardship.
We invite Peninsula newspapers and their readers to challenge their City Councils to
deliver solutions that are FUNDED and MEASUREABLE. Moaning about the scope and size
of vehicular congestion is counterproductive; residents must demand well-thought-out
actions.

Success of SFPRA newsletter success depends upon its readers. Please feel
free to forward the newletter to your friends and neighbors. Ask them to
subscribe at no cost by clicking the subscribe button above or by
emailing cnsbuchanan@gmail.com.
Editors Neilson Buchanan and John Guislin are unpaid, private
citizens on the SF Peninsula and have no ties to developers or
government organizations.
Web Site and Social Media Coming Soon

Neilson Buchanan | Downtown North, Palo Alto, CA 94301
Unsubscribe cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com
Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com in collaboration with
Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
Trusted Email from Constant Contact - Try it FREE today .

Try it free today
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Ng, Judy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jennifer Landesmann <jlandesmann@gmail.com>
Friday, January 12, 2018 4:24 PM
Council, City
Newport City Council succeeds in challenge to FAA
Mayor's Letter to FAA img12142017_0001.pdf; 17_FAA Phase 2 Panetta Eshoo (1).pdf

Dear City Council,
The next weeks and upcoming months will be crucial to address jet noise issues with the FAA. I know
many of you are concerned about this problem, and are aware of the input given to the City's priority
setting community survey.
This matter is at a crescendo of frustration because after working assiduously with our Congressional
leaders since the problems started in 2014, nothing from these efforts has (to date) resulted in getting
citizens sorely needed relief.
Palo Alto's most vulnerable are paying the highest toll from these impacts brought about without
warning in 2014 - impacts recognized to have real health consequences. People fighting disease,
elderly, and even people wanting to get a night's rest to get to work are very affected. Not to mention
the families who chose Palo Alto as home because of the enjoyment of the City and neighborhoods,
but who cannot have meal or a conversation in their back yard without a parade of low flying jets.
The effects on our natural environment and deleterious impacts on people from FAA actions taken in
2014 need to be addressed and corrected. You have a Historical Noise Assessment that indicates the
impacts on Palo Alto, go even beyond the FAA's own thresholds of significant impact. Your oath of
office is to defend Palo Alto, and there is much you can do to do be pro-active, to exert leadership,
and to address concerns.
Please see this News from Newport Beach who challenged the FAA on their environmental review
processes, even as an airport owner.
City, FAA Reach Tentative Agreement Further Restricting John Wayne Airport Flight Departure Paths
"The City Council understood that any litigation against the FAA would be an uphill battle and was by
no means a guaranteed success; however, the City Council was and is committed to protecting
the interests of Newport Beach residents and determined that this was a necessary challenge.
As a direct result of the City’s litigation, the FAA agreed that the NextGen flight paths will stay
between the existing SNA noise monitors and it will design and study one of the nation’s first
precision-based curved departure procedures for SNA. This procedure, planned for implementation in
the coming weeks, would in theory allow planes to follow the curves of the Upper Newport Bay,
therefore avoiding as many residential areas as possible. "
While Newport Beach Council has agreements with the FAA, to be signed by the Department of
Justice and the FAA, the status on Palo Alto's situation is currently at a standstill, limbo, no public
communications from relevant officials, much less solutions and signatures.
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Given the FAA's Initiative to address noise concerns in three congressional districts and four
counties, FAA is clearly relying on the congressional offices and regional bodies to
communicate with the public, but our own congressional representatives and regional officials are
not addressing citizen concerns. I have not received an answer to my December 4th, 2017 inquiry to
Representative Eshoo about environmental review, which I copied you on. My concerns are also
reflected in questions from Select Committee members themselves (here attached) which have
yet to be addressed.
To hear nothing is troubling - not even a note to say - "folks we are on it, we will find out what's
going on, and get back to you."
When this mess started, on April 29th, 2014 Palo Alto City Council member Gail Price asked:
“I feel as if we're running after a train that's taken off and we're just, you know, we're waving our
arms...clearly we are given inadequate information, it’s not timely, it appears as if some of
these decisions have been made, and operations have changed, so the question is do we have
any recourse at all, should we be working with our board of supervisors, should we be working with
someone else in elected office at the congressional level if we are not getting the support we need....
do we have any other recourse that can be pulled together quickly?”
As a close observer of this process, I believe that we are misled to think that all you and the City can do is to
wave your arms. There are laws which are available to protect people and the environment, which Newport
Beach and Phoenix have diligently used to protect their communities.
As we speak, there are newly published procedures and actions impacting Palo Alto which should be
deliberated for challenge. A waypoint is being changed for a procedure SERFR 3, and the public has yet to be
given a copy of the the environmental screening - a requirement for all FAA actions. Are these part of the
FAA Initiative or not. Actions only have 60 days to be appealed. Even categorical exclusions are supposed to
have a screening to declare that there is no impact. Affected communities are due proper environmental
screenings, and we also need proper consideration of alternatives to fix the problems.
Regarding analysis of alternatives, I would like to understand why the City has not been defending the
professional and responsible suggestions from the City's own aviation and noise consultants, to consider options
which take planes higher, over the water, and disperse traffic more equitably - which would help the entire
region. Pursuing alternatives was unanimously voted upon by the Select Committee (recommendation 2.5R5)
- where is Council's follow up on this? The FAA spoke during the Select Committee that the sooner cities
follow up in discussing traffic re-distribution ideas/options amongst communities, the better. Is it that officials
are paralyzed with fear of what will happen if the professional advice is considered? Why? I hear enough of
the woefully uninformed stories about the "Palo Alto Plan" to "shift noise." How would anyone know this is
the case, when congressional and regional officials are unwilling to give evaluations of alternatives even a
chance for adequate follow up - using state of the art tools like AEDT intended to facilitate public outreach? I
will add that I also hear people asking "how North Palo Alto got noise shifted to South Palo Alto." And
Roundtable officials accuse "wealthy Palo Altans" of money corruption with FAA. This irresponsible nonsense
needs to be replaced by AEDT reports which can model everything. And with work for real solutions - instead
of zero sum game proposals which perpetuate doing nothing to solve the problems.
While there was much skepticism at the outset of the Select Committee, Palo Alto and the Mid Peninsula
received votes for some crucial assessments of alternatives which the FAA said they would be willing to
work with (including the full length of the Bay idea in R2.5r5). Adequate analysis and follow up on these
items, with AEDT is imperative. Without traction on the few opportunities Palo Alto and Mid Pen were able to
gain from the Select Committee process, this all could turn to be the biggest hoax on the public. Please speak
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up, ask questions yourselves. Take a lead on getting solutions for the city you were elected to defend - all
neighborhoods, no neighborhood should be left behind.
Finally, on December 12, 2017, I attended the Policy & Services Committee and submitted a request
for the City to conduct a legal Analysis of airspace procedures which impact the City of Palo
Alto; review the current situation: the Environmental reviews done and not done to date; the status of
the administrative record. A legal analysis should also review where and how cumulative impacts
are being considered and consider new information obtained in last six months. I provided a
sample of the legal investigation done for Phoenix.
Understanding the laws and rights to properly advocate with FAA is something we have requested for
months/years for the City to do, please make sure it gets done (in a professional report by aviation counsel as
Phoenix commissioned), and expeditiously.
Thank you,
Jennifer
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COLLEAGUES MEMO
DATE:

November 6, 2017

TO:

City Council Members

FROM:

Council Member Fine, Vice Mayor Kniss, Council Member Wolbach

SUBJECT: COLLEAGUES' MEMO REGARDING ZONING UPDATES TO
ENCOURAGE DIVERSE HOUSING NEAR JOBS, TRANSIT, AND SERVICES
Objectives:
Palo Alto and the Bay Area region are experiencing a housing crisis, years in the making, which
causes significant economic, social, and environmental harm. While Palo Alto may never be a
truly affordable place to live, the City Council has an obligation to current and future residents
to explore policies that expand housing choices for people of different incomes, generations,
and needs. This memo intends to begin the process to:
1. Update and improve the zoning code and other regulations to facilitate a greater variety and
quantity of both below market rate (BMR) and moderately-sized market-rate housing; and
2. Increase housing density near jobs, transit, and services; and
3. Streamline the approval process for new housing projects.
Recommendation:
We recommend our colleagues refer this memo to staff to return to Council with a Work Plan
outlining the process and resources to study and implement the proposals listed in the
Discussion section (and other relevant recommendations to support the Objectives). Following
Council approval of the Work Plan, proposals should be reviewed by the Planning &
Transportation Commission (PTC) and ultimately by Council for adoption. Some proposals will
require less work than others, and so may be considered in advance of others.
Discussion:
There are many policy tools to promote additional moderately-sized and reasonably-priced
homes, especially near job centers, transit, and services. The following suggestions should be
considered by the PTC and staff as a starting point. Any changes should be appropriately
applied in different areas of our community with sensitivity to location and current land use
patterns. For example, CD, CN, CS, CC1, CC2 zones in Downtown should be treated differently
than an RM zone in a predominantly residential neighborhood.
● Housing Floor Area Ratio (FAR):
○ Increase housing FAR where appropriate.

November 06, 2017
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●

●

●

●

●
●

○ Allow non-retail commercial FAR to convert to residential FAR.
Affordable Housing:
○ Explore increasing affordable housing (Below Market Rate - BMR) percentage
requirements in market-rate developments up to 20%, based on economic
analysis.
○ Explore implementing inclusionary BMR program for rental units.
○ Height and density for BMR projects: Allow additional height (not exceeding the
city-wide height limit) or FAR for projects that contain substantially more BMR
units than required.
Units/Acre:
○ Explore eliminating housing unit limits where/when possible, and use FAR in
place of units/acre.
○ Explore housing unit minimums rather than unit maximums (e.g. require building
at least 80% of the units allowed under applicable zoning or land use
designation).
○ Implement a no net-loss policy when housing is redeveloped and preserve
existing non-conforming cottage clusters.
Parking:
○ Allow residential projects to consolidate parking and TDM efforts with other
projects or the Palo Alto TMA.
○ Explore bringing underutilized parking spaces into a public market.
○ Car-light housing: Explore car-light housing with reduced or eliminated off-street
parking requirements. (e.g. TransForm’s GreenTRIP Certification)
○ Transportation Demand Management (TDM): explore reducing residential
parking requirements for projects which provide effective TDM measures.
Retail/Residential Mixed-Use Projects: Encourage mixed-use zoning with ground-floor
retail, community, or non-profit space; and one or more floors of housing; but no
commercial office uses.
Transit-Oriented Development: Expand and augment the Pedestrian Transit-Oriented
Development (PTOD) zone.
And other compatible housing-related implementation programs from the
Comprehensive Plan update.

Background:
The current housing shortage is a threat to our city’s prosperity, diversity, stability,
environment, and community character. In City-sponsored polling in 2016, 76% of Palo Alto
residents indicated that housing was an “extremely serious” or “very serious” problem. Housing
is one of our Council Priorities for 2017. Our new Comprehensive Plan will encourage
exploration of policy changes to enable more housing.
November 06, 2017
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The housing crisis has many symptoms including displacement, separated families, long
commutes, lack of diversity, environmental impacts, etc. The City is attempting to address
several of these. This memo’s recommendations focus on the central cause of these symptoms:
the lack of adequate housing options to meet current and growing demand.
Government and academic research consistently point to the need for more housing at a
variety of price-points as essential to solving the housing crisis. To prevent urban sprawl and
congestion, new housing is best located near transit, jobs, and services.
Few Palo Altans prefer to see new office buildings instead of housing, or luxury penthouses
instead of apartments which working professionals and families can afford. Rather than
indefinitely continue the practice of responding to each site or housing proposal on its own and rather than struggling to adapt our policies in each case - we suggest proactively identifying
and changing policies which are counterproductive toward our housing goals.
Palo Alto has made progress. We preserved Buena Vista and helped keep over 100 families in
our community. We are considering new affordable and market-rate housing proposals. We
have taken steps toward making permanent an annual office-cap. But we can still do more to
address the other side of our jobs-housing imbalance. Doing so requires we understand and
reduce some of the barriers to creating more housing.
Some of Palo Alto’s regulations operate in practice to skew development away from
reasonably-priced housing. Instead, we currently incentivize commercial development over
housing, large housing units over smaller ones, and pricier housing over more affordable. Of
particular concern are our consistently low limits on numbers of units per-acre, low-FAR
allowances for housing (including in mixed-use projects), requirements for more parking than is
used, and requirement for on-site (rather than adjacent or nearby) parking.
Creating more housing for a range of ages and incomes is the most equitable and
environmentally sustainable path for Palo Alto. As a collective-action problem, the housing
crisis requires all cities to share in the solution. Cities which have added to the regional demand
by creating jobs have a particular obligation to permit housing in a manner appropriate for their
local character. Palo Alto’s housing production has lagged behind our commitments, while
several neighboring communities have pursued new housing development near jobs, transit,
and services. Palo Alto can do its part to address the housing shortage by increasing housing
density in a responsible manner.
Resource Impact:
A modest amount of existing planning and legal staff and consultant resources will be required
to develop the proposed Work Plan and return to Council. Development of a Work Plan can be
accomplished within existing departmental budgets and staff capacity. The amount of detail
and supporting analysis associated with elements of the Work Plan that may be required will
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be dependent on the process and the time frame desired for this discussion and its return to
Council.
Thereafter, depending on what Council chooses to pursue and on what timeline,
implementation of some or all of the proposals may require additional resources, such as
consultants and specialists, and adjustments to other priorities and timelines. Staff will provide
additional information in the initial Work Plan.
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